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TEN DEMANDMENTS
With the FCC's intensified enforcement of signal leakage limits, you can't afford
questionable quality or erratic sensitivity in a leakage detector for your system.
That's why it pays to heed our Ten Demandments
and not simply settle for any leakage detector.

Demand High Sensitivity.

Demand "Standards," not "Accessories."

You'll need all you can get, so demand the
detector with -86 dBmV sensitivity.

Be sure you get all necessary equipment—
anear-field probe, tuned dipole antenna, AC
charger/adapter, headphones, and 50-hr.rated rechargeable batteries—as standard»

Demand Ease-of-Use.
Make sure it's lightweight and portable.
With simple controls. And no separate
transmitter required for operation.

Demand Quick Delivery.
Be sure you can get your detectors in a
matter of weeks—not months.

Demand Quality.

Demand the Tracer.

With proven reliability. Documented field
success. Plus support from a major US
CATV/electronics company.

Don't take chances with either the FCC or
with any other detector. Demand the only
leakage/detector that can meet the Ten
Demandments. Demand The Tracer.

Broadband: For Performance, Flexibility, Reliability
Broadband's line of quality amplifiers has your
system covered from head-end to house-drop.
Designed for CATV, SMATV and MATV homerun or branching systems, they meet most requirements for home, apartment, condominium, hotel
and motel distribution systems.
Most feature push-pull hybrid circuitry for maximum output capability while minimizing distortion.
Our new apartment amplifiers (SMDA-PLUS.
XMDA-PLUS) and line extenders (BLX-PLUS)
use the latest in power-doubler hybrid technology
for state-of-the-art performance.
Most Broadband units are available in 330 MHz
and 450 MHz bandwidths and offer arange of
gains and other options, such as two-way transmission, plug-in pads & equalizers, gain & slope
controls, powering options and so forth. Our amps
can virtually be customized to your system's special
requirements.

Reliability is designed in, built in and proven out.
Clean design concepts, quality components and
thorough testing combine to produce solid performers that do the job under the most demanding
conditions. Most have several levels of surge
protection and come in finned aluminum housings
for excellent heat dissipation. Our design engineers
have extensive field experience and have you in
mind whenever they hit the drawing board.
We'd like to say you can plug our amps in and
forget them. But we'd rather you remember them —
so you know who to contact when you need a
tough, flexible amp. From head-end to house-drop,
they're Broadband engineered, Broadband
guaranteed.
For additional information on specifications,
pricing and delivery, call us toll-free at
800-327-6690, or write Broadband Engineering, Inc.,
1311 Commerce Lane, Jupiter, Florida 33458-5636.

Head-end Amplifiers • Trunk Amplifiers • Line Extenders • House & Apartment Amplifiers • Data Netork Amplifiers

o
Demand Full Frequency Capability.
Be sure you can choose adetector for any
channel frequency—from 54-300 MHz.

Demand Metered Readings.
For quantifiable results and measurements —
not just basic "leakage/no leakage" indications.

Demand Frequency Trim Adjustment.

_

From a front-panel control. For accurate
readings of the exact frequency you're
tracking, not a"nearby" frequency.

3

AUGAT BROADBAND
Quality and Innovation
Reader Service Number 1

Demand Audible Tone Alarms.
For fast tracking and location-sensing. With
apleasant, non-abrasive tone.

AUGAT 'VITEK
Quality and Innovation

For more information, or ademonstration at your
system's offices, contact your nearest VITEK sales
representative, or call (201) 287-3200.

Vitek Electronics, Inc., 4 Gladys Court, Edison, New Jersey 08817 (201) 287-3200
Reader Service Number 2
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Your single source for coaxial cable connectors
and heat shrink for the CAN industry.
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SPOTLIGHT
Abe Sonnenschein
8
Gotta question about microwave? This month's microwave mogul has
the answers and, perhaps, afew questions of his own.
MY TURN
Fiber optics
12
Taps, splitters, the need for astar network and aheavy installed base
of consumer terminals incompatible with PCM or FM are the real
problems keeping CATV from going fiber optic, says Archer Taylor.
FEATURES
RF and stereo
18
Not to worry. RF terminals easily pass BTSC without degradation, says
Scientific-Atlanta's Jim Farmer.
IPPV via store-and-forward technology
30
High cost, theft of service, billing disputes and not enough "lastminute" capability are barriers to profitable IPPV service. Store-andforward technology solves these problems and others, according to
Larry Brown and Yuske Ishii of Pioneer.
Outage control
42
You can't eliminate outages, but you can limit their duration. Storer's
Roy Ehman explains how.
Spectrum analyzers in CATV measurement
56
Fast, accurate testing is vital to keep your system up and subscriber
complaints down. Hewlett-Packard's Babb, Brown and Overberg
show how to get the most out of your spectrum analyzer.
Off-premises addressability

60

Joe Preschutti provides astep-by-step comparison of set-top and offpremises addressability.
Flash addressing with ORION-NET
70
The ORION-NET system solves the problem of IPPV for both CATV
systems and home TVROs, according to Oak's Frank Pennypacker.
Private cable
The big news in SMATV this year was acquisition and shakeout
activity.

74

Cherry picking for profit
77
Losing revenue to "private" competition needn't be aproblem if you
take Gary Solomon's advice and set up your own restricted access
and SMATV systems.
Alarm/controller applications
90
Remote monitoring of sensitive headend equipment, coupled with
activation/deactivation capabilities, could improve subscriber
satisfaction and minimize financial losses, says Broadband's Bill Ellis.
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fyou've had to bear the expense of
replacing your entire mainstation
every time you needed to add new
features, that's too bad.
Too bad you didn't choose
Magnavox originally. We've understood
the economics of upgradability ever
since we built our first mainstation. We
designed it to set-up fast, easy and economically; and inserted compatible,
plug-in modular components ever since.

Today, cable operators using
Magnavox look very smart because our
new Power Doubling" and Feedforward
fit into the original housing to do
wonders to reduce noise and distortion.
Our new Parallel Power Doubling TM
retrofits nicely so it can push profitable
signals into more subs homes, too.
The point being, it's never too
late to begin with, or rebuild with,
Magnavox.

For more cost-effective data please
call our Marketing Department toll-free
for our upgrade update.

ANORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY

100 FAIRGROUNDS DR., MANLIUS, N.Y. 13104
TOLL-FREE 800-448-5171 (IN NY, 800-522-7464)

Our mainstation
has held its own since 1972.
How's yours doing?
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SWITCHING
RÉGULATED
POWER

440/450 MHz
technology.
A Magnavox first.
Reader Service Number 4
See us at the Western Show, booth 250.

SUPPLY

Switching Regulated Power Supply.
Increases efficiency
at least 25%.

Abe
Sonnenshein
W

henever there is something to be said
about microwave, or perhaps a question
on its regulatory or technical aspects, one person
can provide the answer. Abe Sonnenshein, often
referred to as "Mr. Microwave," is the person to
find. With almost 20 years experience in the CATV
industry, the application and usage of microwave is
Sonnenshein's second nature.
Sonnenshein began his career with Hughes Aircraft Co. in 1967 as chief scientist for current program development. The job involved investigation
of diversification opportunities for Hughes. "Most
of the company's work was military, electronics
and aerospace," says Sonnenshein. "Applying microwave technology to the CAN industry was one of
the diversification activities we investigated. It looked very promising so we implemented it and, almost
futuritively, the opportunity for me to become involved was created."
And Sonnenschein's involvement has never stopped. Currently the product manager, AML, for
Hughes Aircraft Co., Sonnenschein's job includes engineering, manufacturing and marketing the microwave distribution system for the CAN industry. Cable issues also are important to Sonnenschein,
and he stays actively involved with industry affairs. A former director of NCTA as well as of the Society
of Cable Television Engineers, he has been chairman of the NCTA Associate Committee and has served
on the Convention, Enhanced Services and Award Committees. He has been particularly active on the
NCTA Engineering Committee and is aprominent participant in FCC proceedings relating to the commission's rules and regulations affecting the CAN industry.
"I've almost devoted the prime of my life to the industry," said Sonnenschein. "I don't have that
many years left, but I'm sure Iwill maintain astrong presence in it. I'm very satisfied." Apparently, the
industry also is satisfied with Sonnenschein's efforts and time. At the conclusion of the last NCTA convention, Sonneschein was awarded the Science and Technology Award for pioneering work performed
in the development of microwave and satellite transmission techniques for cable distribution.
"To be honest with you, I'm very proud of the award," says Sonnenschein. "It's probably the highlight of my professional career to be recognized by my peers and the association as awhole. Isuppose,
to some extent, it's recognition of the years Iput in on the NCTA board, Engineering Committee and
other activities."
As for the future of the industry, Sonneschein doesn't see any upset in technology. "I think cable
keeps moving towards more maturing and perfecting," he says. "A high priority is building those areas
yet to be cabled—before the DBS people have the chance to reach those potential subscribers. Secondly, many of the older systems badly require rebuilding. More emphasis is needed on such things as
reliability and better performance—providing ahigher standard of service."
Business communications and enhanced services are areas Sonneschein feels hold promise. "The
problem Isee here is cable operators have not been pursuing those markets aggressively. There are
areas in telecommunications where cable companies could provide the service. Enhanced services will
be the competition."
Competition in areas such as fiber optics and interactive cable is not aproblem, according to Sonnenschein. The application for the markets are good, but they are not economically justified. "Interactive systems are like other inventions in search of amarket. The technical feasibility of something like a
checkless society is there, but the consumer is not standing in line to do it. What's in it for him? There is
just not agreat deal of money in it. The application of fiber optics is another example."
What the cable industry needs, says Sonnenschein, is more professional engineers. "Even though
the industry is maturing, there is alot of opportunity for professional engineers," he claims. "As big as
our industry is, there are relatively few professional engineers—compared to other branches of engineering. Good, qualified people can shine very easily in the cable industry—it is definitely agood field
to be in."
—Kathy Berlin
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Performance, Price and Reliability
Have Made Standard the Fastest
Growing Name in Commercial
Satellite Receiving Technology
THE INDUSTRY'S
FINEST WARRANTY AND
REPLACEMENT PROGRAM

in this rapidly growing, constantly changing industry, Standard Communications complete
line of satellite telecommunications
products gets noticed for delivering what we promise—dependable
performance at avery affordable
price.
Since 1979. when we first
entered the satellite marketplace,
we've been operating under the
same philosophy that has placed
our mobile radios, pagers and Horizon marine radios at the forefront
of their markets.
The result: new technologies
like our LNBC 24 and LNBC 4 Low
Noise Amplifier/Block Down converters, which reduce the possibility of UHF interference and
eliminate the need for long runs of
awkward, expensive cable, and
innovative designs such as our
unique loop-through feature, which
lets you add up to 100 slave receivers without losing signal strength
or using expensive external power
dividers and splitters.
Agile Receivers: Economical, Broadcast Quality Performance

"If the Agile 24 wasn't the
best receiver for the money,
we wouldn't use it:* _ATC-

The Agile 24M/S
Series—Our most
sophisticated
receivers, with
loop-through
design for economical system expansion. Known
industrywide for
quality and reliability, year after year.
The Agile 245C—A
direct descendant of the 24S. our
new Agile 24SC offers the same
reliable broadcast quality—at a
lower price.
The Agile SK—Bringing Agile performance to the Ku band, the SK
accepts field-changeable plug-in
PROMs for avariety of Ku band
formats.

The Agile PC—Bringing Standard's
reputation for quality into the
private cable market, our new PC
offers a mean-time-to-failure
three times better than other
inexpensive receivers.
Complete System Capability
Standard knows that there's
more to agood picture than agood
(or even agreat) receiver. That's
why we offer complete TVRO systems with quality in every component.
In addition, we offer the personalized technical support you
need to start or expand your
operations.

See us at the Western Show booths 600 and 604.

Standard warrants all parts
and labor on all of its receivers for
one full year. If any Agile 24M/S,
24SC or SK fails in the field during
that year, we'll replace it fast—
usually within 24 hours. In years
two through five, you can have this
same protection for only $100 plus
shipping.
No other manufacturer offers
this kind of warranty, because no
other manufacturer can match the
reliability of the Agile line of receivers. For example, in 5years of service, our Agile 24M/S has aproven
record of less than 0.5% failure in
the field.
A Commitment to the Future
Our dedication to research and
innovative design is what has made

Standard the fastest growing
name in satellite receiving technology. By maintaining, and even
expanding that commitment,
Standard is making certain that we
will maintain that position of
leadership.
For more information call us:
800/243-1357 or in California
800/824-7766 ext. 275.

Standard

$ -Communications

Standard Communications
P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles. CA 90009-2151

Engineered to anew standard

WE'VE REDUCED E
VERYTHING CA
IT'S SIMPLE ARITHMETIC
-EVERYTHING CATV
ADDS UP 1
1
0
SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA.

Check the numbers in
your cable system's profit
margin. Then call us. We'll
prove to you that we can
help you do better.
We'll show
you how a
ScientificAtlanta system
can generate
more valuable
subscriber revenue today
and tomorrow with afull

line of CATV products
that'll profit you and
please all your
customers.
You want to
talk pure profit
over the entire
spectrum of
Scientific-Atlanta products?
Call us. Our new
package pricing
policy gives you
more purchasing
power, right
away. Add to
that the proven reliability
and serviceability of all

Scientific-Atlanta products
and the numbers look
better and
better.
Another reason to call on
Scientific-Atlanta?
We're atrue
single source CATV supplier. We offer everything
from earth stations to
set-top
terminals
and all
the video
processors,
amplifiers.

Scientific
Atlanta

ly lb AMATTER OFNUMBERS.
taps and
passives
in between—
including
awide
selection of coax cable.
That means, no matter
what your needs, we can
fill them with apackage
of high-quality
products no
I-other supplier 071,
•;----:'
or'
can match.
Also, as
your single
source supplier, Scientific-

Atlanta is the only one you
need to call for warranties,
repairs, service,
etc. That makes
your job easier
and alot less
expensive.
Take areal
good look at what your
needs are today and
- what you'll need
tomorrow Then
give us acall and
see how the numbers add up. We
guarantee you'll
like what you hear.

VISIT US AT THE WESTERN ISHOW, BOOTH 532.

If toll-free numbers
aren't your style, send in
the coupon below
We'll send you our
Broadband Products Catalog and
have asalesman
call you, if you wish.
Fd like to check out your numbers. Please send— i
me your Broadband Catalog.
Also, please have asalesman call me.
12/85 CEO

company.
fine
Address
Gay

L
:
Z

State

PflOge

Send coupon to: Scientific-Atlanta. P.O. Box
105027, Dept AR. Broadband Products Group,
Atlanta, GA 30348.
Reader Service Number 6

Fiber optics
By Archer Taylor.
Malarkey-Taylor Associates

I

rving Kahn once said that it was only
because of the reluctance of cable
television engineers that fiber optics
had not been more widely used in the
industry. Sruki Switzer pounded the
table in Nashville in 1979 as he told the
Cable Committee, "Fiber optics is here,
today. It is no longer experimental."
Two months later, he was telling
engineers at the Anaheim convention
that "fiber optics is at least 5to 10 years
away," urging 400 MHz, 54 channel
coax instead. Sruki is certainly
enthusiastic, competent and effective
in the pursuit of new technology.
One telephone company engineer
after another has talked about
providing cable TV service by fiber
optics. They contend (correctly) that
fiber would solve the signal leakage
and theft of service problems; that its
small size would be much better for
urban installations; that "repeaterless"
fiber runs up to 50 km or longer (31
miles) are now feasible; that optical
bandwidths of several gigahertz and
wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) are now available to permit
carriage of 60 digitized channels (at 80
MHz per channel) on asingle monomode fiber.
We no longer need worry about
connectors and splicers, although the
loss in each splice is still equivalent to
about 100 feet of fiber; and each
connector, about 3,500 feet. As
engineers, we can learn how to make
up fiber splices and connectors
efficiently, even though they are more
sophisticated and demanding than
their coaxial counterparts.
We do not have, to the best of my
knowledge, an economical, low-loss
optical branching device: an optical tap
or splitter. Optical splitters were
described, and even demonstrated in
the laboratory, more than adecade ago.
However, Ido not believe anyone
would claim that it would be technically
feasible now to substitute fiber for
conventional coaxial tapped feeders at
tolerable cost and without "line
extender" repeaters.
Without splitters or taps, the "treeand-branch" network topology that has
served the industry so well for the last
12/December 1985

35 years simply is not feasible for afiber
optic system, notwithstanding that
repeaterless fiber runs of 30 miles or
more are available.
Even if we had optical splitters (taps)
at acost of $15 installed, with no more
than 0.5 dB insertion loss (each pair of
optical connectors has that much loss!),
there is amuch more difficult problem.
The cable industry has been forced to
adapt to the available terminal display
devices—that is, the conventional
home TV set. Something like 150
million of these currently are in use in
the U.S., representing public
investment of at least $40 billion.
Virtually all require analog, vestigial
sideband AM (VSB/AM) signals. Fiber
optical systems are ill-suited for multichannel FDM/AM transmission, not
because of the fiber characteristics, but
because of the non-linearity of electrooptic transducers.
Few proponents of fiber would
disagree that FM, or preferably PCM
(digital), signals are far more suitable
for optical transmission. But that
requires some means to convert FM or
PCM to VSB/AM to be compatible with
the user terminal. The interface could
be in the home (like aset-top converter)
or in the public ways (like off-premises
converters such as TRACS, SCAT or
Mini-Hub). In either case, the interface
would be able to deliver only one VSB/
AM TV channel at atime to the TV set.
These considerations lead me to two
important inescapable conclusions
regarding fiber optics for TV
distribution to subscribers:

1. The switched star, with electronic or
optical switches, appears to be the only
suitable network topology for
distributing television or data on
optical fibers to residential subscribers.
2. The advantages of fiber optics are
most fully realized with FM, or PCM,
but the television (and VCR) sets that
will be available to the public for the
forseeable future are not at all suitable
for service as terminals in an FM or
PCM television fiber distribution
network.
It is not the backwardness of cable
TV engineers, nor cost, nor even the
technology of fiber optics that restrains
its use for television distribution.
Telcos provide modems, for afee, for
data services distributed by fiber
optics, but they are not likely soon to
distribute TV to residential subscribers
on fiber. The cable industry should be
just as capable as telcos of finding a
way to provide television terminals
compatible with an FM or PCM fiber
optics distribution network. But to do
so, either industry would have to
overcome the momentum and market
power of the consumer electronics
industry and the public investment in
terminals that are simply not
compatible with effective television
distribution on fiber optic networks.
This situation may change, but it is not
yet clear when that might happen.
Very frankly, Iwould like to see the
day when cable TV could assume
responsibility for delivering pictures on
aTV screen, not just electronic signals
which become pictures only by means
of aTV set that is not compatible with
the distribution system without an
adapter interface. There are almost
twice as many cable TV subscribers
today as the total number of TV sets
produced and marketed in 1984. Why
shouldn't apart of this $6 billion annual
market be designed for cable, SMATV,
MDS, VCR, DBS and backyard dishes,
with converters to adapt to off-air
reception? Maybe then fiber optics
could become suitable for TV
distribution. Unfortunately, there is still
the chicken and egg problem. The
cable industry will not build fiber
systems until there is asuitable
terminal. Consumer electronics will not
built asuitable terminal until there is a
market for it. How do we get there from
here? CED
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MicroBeamTM solves
the profit puzzle
Total Customer Service:
• 1Year Parts/Labor Warranty

The Solution: Cost-effective plant expansion using
NO CHARGE

• Installation of
Micro-BeamTM Equipment

Micro-Beam' broadband microwave relay systems
from Channel Master.

NO CHARGE

Channel Master M makes CARS-band microwave

• Path Alignment

NO CHARGE

• F.C.C. Application Help

NO CHARGE

• Feasibility Study

NO CHARGE

size. Micro-Beam' specialists offer more customer

The Puzzle: How to generate more revenue while
minimizing capital expenditures, and still ensure

Compare Micro-Beam": the SIMPLE choice in

subscriber satisfaction.

CARS-band microwave.

F
à
r ChannelMaster

technology affordable AND SIMPLE for systems of any
services at no charge than anyone in the business.

Division of Avnet, Inc. P.O. Box 1416, Industrial Park Drive, Smithfield, N.C. 27577 •(919) 934-9711
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It's no rumor, it's true
Many years ago, I'm told, advertising claims appearing in cable trade magazines
were sometimes less than fully truthful. Exaggeration of performance specifications
was one form such claims took.
We believe things have changed for the better. But CED still holds to its
announced policy of refusing to run ads we believe are misleading or false.
And this month, after much deliberation, we had to suspend publication of an ad
in our magazine.
We couldn't establish, beyond areasonable doubt, that several of the claims were
verifiable in ways most of us would accept. We don't believe deliberate deception is
involved. We do think the wording is open to unacceptably wide interpretation.
We have asked for documentation and clarification. We've scheduled ameeting
of concerned parties to address the issues in adirect manner. And our editorial
board will have to make afinal determination.
We don't enjoy doing so. As aprofit center manager, Ihate to turn away business.
As apublisher, Iworry about the political fallout.
But as aprofessional journalist, I'm trained to seek the truth—to ferret out that
which stands the test of reason and to reject that which does not.
As an editor, Ibelieve the truth will emerge from aclash of ideas. Ialso believe
our readers are smart enough to figure out for themselves what's right and wrong.
But Ialso accept the responsibility that comes with influence. It's our obligation
to serve our readers and industry faithfully, and that means, above all, doing
nothing that is intentionally injurious.
The truth may hurt, but it's our obligation to print it. Mistruths also can hurt, and
we do our utmost to keep such things off our pages. Sometimes we make mistakes.
But the errors are never intentional.
Our policy isn't intended to harm areader's interests. Nor is it designed to punish
buyers or handcuff sellers.
We aren't trying to restrict anybody's right to put amessage out into the
marketplace.
We're just being responsible. We don't intentionally print falsehoods—whether
errors of commission or omission.
It isn't good journalism. It isn't good business. And it isn't right.
We are working now as best we can to clean the matter up. But our policy stands.
No misleading or false ads in CED.

ADVERTISING
Cathy Wilson, National Sales Manager
Carol Martin, Promotion Coordinator

International Thomson
Communications Inc.
Patrick Keleher, President/Chief Executive Officer
David Carlton, Chief Financial Officer

OFFICES
Denver International Thomson Communications
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C-COR's
Quick-Ship
List
You Get Fast Delivery of the World's Best-Made
Cable TV Amplifiers

Application

*•••
1: •

models

o

Economy products for rural systems

MT-500 Series Mini-Trunks, up to 400 MHz,
52 channels. E-417, no frills, one-way line
extender

117V apartment house amplifiers

D-501 distribution amplifier, E-417 one-way
line extender

Standard 60/30VAC trunk stations for
system rebuild, upgrade, expansion

T-500 series trunks, two-way in 54 to 220
MHz and up to 450 MHz pass bands.
Choice of spacing

Long distance transport of signals from
antenna site to hub, between hubs

Model T-063 long haul trunk station, operates
at sub and lowband frequencies

Two-way distribution amplifier with the
flexibility needed for today's and tomorrow's requirements

D-507, up to 60 forward channels, 4reverse
channels

Main line passives for sub-low operation down to 5MHz

S-550-X splitters
S-550-DC-X directional couplers
PS-550-X power inserters
SB-600-MC splice box

These products are covered
by C-COR's 3-year warranty.

ELECTRONICS INC

Call toll-free

1-800-233-2267

60 DECIBEL ROAD •STATE COLLEGE, PA 16801 •814238-2461
Call toll free in continental U.S. (except PA) 1-800-233-2267 •Telex: 510-670-3513
C-COR ELECTRONICS. INC., OREGON GRADUATE CENTER. 1400 N W COMPTON DRIVE. BEAVERTON, OR 97006 TEL: 503-645-0345
C-COR EUROPE BV: P.O. BOX 3000, 1300 EA AL MERE-STAD. THE NETHERLANDS 31-3240-32945 TELEX: 70277 NMBOMN1 DATACABLE
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interaction
By James O. Farmer,
Technical Manager,
Broadband Communications Division,
Scientific-Atlanta Inc.

Interaction between RF subscriber
equipment and stereo primarily is aresult of scrambling. The interaction
breaks into two problems: what they do
to us and what we do to them. The first
problem comes about as aresult of the
wider deviation and bandwidth of the
audio subcarrier. The latter is aresult of
the amplitude pulses placed on the
sound carrier by RF scrambling techniques. These are converted to phase
modulation and detected by the discriminator.
This article does not address the
unique problems of baseband converters, which generally are less compatible
with BTSC audio than are RF converters.
Much has been written concerning
how bad the problem of stereo on
CATV will be. Based on calculations
and experience to date, the author's reaction is that BTSC stereo on cable (and
over the air, for that matter) certainly
will not represent anew high in high fidelity, but it will offer a reasonable
quality service for the average viewer.

David Large has compared the signal to
noise ratios of various audio delivery
means.' He concludes that cabledelivered BTSC stereo will be of about
the same quality as CATV FM stereo.
Frequency response probably will
not be quite FM radio quality because
of the lower pilot frequency of BTSC
stereo, but 12 kHz should be possible
with good receiving equipment. Good
encoding equipment can encode to 15
kHz, but the author doubts that receiving equipment will work too well above
12 kHz because of the proximity of the
pilot to the program material.
Does stereo work with scrambling?
Our experience to date indicates that it
does. While the degradations discussed
below do take place, we find that the
problems are measurable but not of
sufficient magnitude to render the
BTSC service incompatible with scrambling. One caveat though: The author's
experience is limited to one RF system
and may or may not apply to other systems. The manufacturer of any other
equipment used should be contacted
concerning equipment compatibility.
The CATV industry should embrace
stereo with as much enthusiasm as possible. It gives us another feature to offer

our subscribers in the race to stay
ahead of the competition from other
delivery media, such as VCRs and private earth stations. They can offer
stereo, but so can CATV. Enjoyment of
certain types of programming is greatly
enhanced by stereo. For example,
sports events heard in stereo give the
viewer asense of "being there."

BTSC format
Figure 1 shows the baseband spectrum of the BTSC stereo audio format.
As in the FM stereo format, asum (L +R)
signal is transmitted at its normal baseband frequency. This is the only part of
the composite audio signal utilized by
monaural equipment. Above this, the
difference (L —R) signal is transmitted.
It is double sideband suppressed carrier (DSB-SC) modulated onto acarrier
at twice the horizontal rate (2fh). Suppressed carrier modulation is used to
eliminate any unnecessary energy from
the difference signal. (The BTSC format
differs from the EIAJ format used in Japan, which uses a frequency modulated carrier in the difference channel.)
In order to recover the L—R signal, the
suppressed carrier first must be recovered. To do so, a pilot signal phase-

Figure 1 BTSC stereo format
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locked to the video horizontal line rate
is transmitted. This pilot is doubled
(usually in aphaselocked loop) and synchronously detects the L—R signal. As
shown in the appendix, phase errors in
the pilot result in amplitude errors in
the recovered L—R signal. This, in turn,

causes loss of separation.
Next higher in frequency is the supplementary (or second) audio program,
the SAP channel. This normally is an
independent audio track such as asecond language broadcast. The SAP is frequency modulated onto a carrier

Rack n' Roll is here to stay
and the king is producing the
hottest numbers around! When
Triple Crown creates anew
head end the results are solid
gold for sure! We start with our
best electronic equipment,
get it all together, plug in our
instruments, set the levels and
balance everything for superb
harmony. Only if our people
are pleased to the max, do we
pack it up and put the show on
the road.
When it rolls onto your site,
the hookup is quick and the
See us at the Western Show Booth #891.
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locked to the fifth harmonic of the horizontal line frequency.
Finally, we have the professional
channel, which is intended as a utility
communications link for station personnel. Uses planned are for telemetry,
allowing transmitter parameters to be

performance will blow you
away. For apicture perfect
Rack Video, this shining silvery
monolith is heavy metal like
you've never seen before.
Let Triple Crown book a
Rack n' Roll Superstar for your
viewers ... they won't believe
their eyes.

e 'le TRIPLE CROWN
ELECTRONICS

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO
(416) 629-1111
DEERFIELD BEACH, FLORIDA
(305) 429-0870
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monitored at the studio and for voice
coordination of field news crews. Both
the SAP and professional channels are
optional.
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of
one type of stereo encoder. The left and
right channel audio signals are designated L and R. They are applied to a
summing circuit to produce the L+ R
signal, which is pre-emphasized as
would be the sound for a monaural
broadcast. The sum signal is low pass
filtered to remove any components
above 15 kHz, as they would interfere
with recovery of the difference signal.
The Land R signals also are applied
to asubtractor which develops the L—R
signal. This subtractor is nothing more
than an inverting amplifier for the right
audio, and a resistive network to add
the left and inverted right signals. Prior
to modulation, the L+ R signal is supplied to afrequency selective compressor used for noise reduction. Noise reduction proved necessary for adequate
signal to noise performance in CAN
and weak signal situations. The L—R
signal at baseband is amplitude modulated onto a subcarrier at 31.5 kHz,
twice the horizontal frequency. This
subcarrier is divided by 2 and applied
to aphaselocked loop, which locks the
oscillator to twice the horizontal sync
rate. The divided output is filtered to
remove harmonics and is added to the

composite baseband signal as the pilot.
The sum, pilot, difference and (if
used) SAP and professional channel signals are added at the output of the encoder. The output of the encoder is
supplied to the sound modulator,
which must have been modified to accept the wideband input. This modification consists of increasing the frequency response, increasing the deviation capability and removing the preemphasis. Alternatively, the modulator
might be included in the encoder. The
reason is that the deviation of the
sound carrier must be calibrated very
accurately in order to prevent loss of
separation.
Having finished this digression, we
return to the interaction between
scrambling and stereo.

What they do to us
Figure 3 shows the spectrum of a
monaural and stereo signal. The photographs this figure was based on were
made by programming a digital spectrum analyzer to hold the peak amplitude of aspectrum sweep. A 20 minute
section of atape of Dixieland music was
played through amonaural modulator.
The photograph of Figure 3(a) was
taken. The tape was rewound and
played through a stereo encoder and
modulator. Thus, the spectra shown are

,
etemwe40>eelieweee.-

(b)
Figure 3 Peak spectra of monaural (a) and
stereo (b) signals.
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Figure 4 Descrambler susceptibility to stereo
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of the same real program material in
both monaural and stereo. The vertical
scale is 10 dB per division, and the horizontal scale is 100 kHz per division. Notice that the occupied spectrum of the
monaural signal is just over 100 kHz at
the -20 dB points, while the spectrum of
the stereo signal occupies 200 kHz. SAP
and professional channels were not
used in making these photographs. The
amount of spectrum spreading is a
function of the high frequency content
and the separation of the material.
If a frequency modulated signal is
passed through a bandpass filter too
narrow to pass all significant sidebands,
an amplitude modulated component
will be added. The process is called FM
to AM conversion. The AM thus created
can cause distortion of the timing pulses frequently employed in scrambling
systems.
The problem with scrambling is that
we have been putting amplitude modulation on a signal that has been FM'd
22/December 1985

with adeviation of 25 kHz, and now we
find ourselves facing a much wider deviation. Figure 4(a) shows the signal path
that illustrates the point. A modulator
accepts an input from astereo encoder
and a video source, and is interfaced
with ascrambler. The signal is transmitted to adescrambler. As is commonly
the practice today, synchronizing information is transmitted to the descrambler as amplitude modulation of the
sound carrier. In the decoder, the
sound carrier is amplitude demodulated to recover timing pulses. The
sound carrier receiver shown uses intercarrier detection to permit better filtering and greater immunity to frequency error. 2 These same arguments
would hold true for the older TRF receivers. Figure 4(b) shows the typical
bandpass response of the 4.5 MHz filter. When the deviation is increased,
the signal may begin to "fall off" the
flat portion of the filter response. This
will cause additional and undesired

amplitude modulation of the sound carrier. (This spurious modulation is particularly dangerous in the case of sinewave scrambling because it will be
transferred to the picture carrier and
will show up in the picture.)
In a switched sync suppression system as shown, the spurious AM is not
directly transferred to the picture. However, it does distort the amplitude of
the leading edge of the timing pulse,
causing the apparent pulse position to
change. Figure 4(c) shows the desired
envelope of the audio carrier. Risetime
of the timing pulse is constrained to follow a waveform which maximizes the
transition rate near the 50% point,
where the pulse is detected, while minimizing the bandwidth occupied by the
modulation. However, should any spurious AM be introduced, the time of
occurence of the 50% point will be in
error.
Figure 4(d) shows ahorizontal blanking interval for a descrambled signal.
Communications Engineering & Design
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Front and back steps are added by the
scrambling and descrambling process.
This is absolutely necessary in order to
prevent the process from adding afalse
sync by amplifying (in descrambling)
before attenuating (in scrambling). Extraneous noise on the sound carrier,
from FM/AM conversion or any other
cause, will create uncertainty in the
time of the synchronizing pulse, causing jitter on the descrambling edges of
the front and back steps. Because of
these steps, some safety margin exists,
but if too much jitter is present, the
sync tip will apparently change in time,
causing the picture to exhibit horizontal jitter.

What we do to them
Just as FM can be converted to AM,
AM can be converted to FM.' After the
FM is generated, it is indistinguishable
from the desired audio signal and will
be detected along with it. Since the
scrambling and descrambling processes both place AM on the sound carrier at a TV line rate, the pulses are
locked to the horizontal rate of the
video. Look back to Figure 1and notice
the stereo pilot signal, also locked to
the horizontal rate and having adeviation of only 5kHz. This pilot is used to
detect the presence of astereo telecast,
switching on the stereo decoder. It also

is used to reconstruct the difference
signal carrier to allow detection of the
L—R signal.
When this FM sound carrier (now
contaminated with spurious modulation due to AM/FM conversion) is detected, the resultant signal will have excess energy at the horizontal frequency, fh. If enough energy is present,
the stereo pilot detector may false trigger on a monaural signal. This would
cause the audio to be very noisy. Also,
the horizontal rate artifact generated by
the scrambling process is at a random
phase with respect to the pilot during a
stereo broadcast. This causes a phase
shift in the pilot carrier which, in turn,
causes a phase shift in the reinstated
2fh carrier. The end result is loss of separation (see appendix).
The table below shows the separation loss that results from various
Pilot Phase Error
(Degrees)
1
5
10
15
20
25

amounts of phase shift on the pilot. The
equations used in the calculation are
derived in the appendix. Since the pilot
is doubled to obtain the difference subcarrier, pilot phase error is doubled in
subcarrier generation. This table shows
that pilot phase deviation of more than
10 degrees begins to cause unacceptable degradation of the separation. A
little trigonometry shows that this can
happen when the amplitude of the spurious energy is 15 dB below that of the
pilot. This corresponds to a resultant
deviation of 0.87 kHz.
Figure 5(a) shows the baseband spectrum of the audio output of atelevision
demodulator with the de-emphasis removed, when the carrier is modulated
by a1 kHz tone deviated 70 kHz. This
tone is for calibration purposes. Video
modulation also was applied to the incoming signal. Since it has such a

Subcarrier Phase Error
(Degrees)
2
10
20
30
40
50

Separation
(dB)
70
42
30
23
18
13

Separation versus pilot phase shift
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strong 15.734 kHz component, this
component may be seen in the output
—but at a level 60 dB below the 1 kHz
tone. Figure 5(b) is the same as Figure
5(a) except that pulses were added to
the sound carrier to represent scrambling and descrambling of an offset
timed RF scrambling system. The pilot
amplitude is shown, though no pilot
was actually transmitted for this test.
Note that the amplitude of the 15.734
kHz component is 5dB higher than in
Figure 5(a). The difference is caused by
the AM timing pulses on the sound carrier being converted to FM and detected by the discriminator in the demodulator. In this case the spurious
energy is some 32 dB below the pilot
amplitude, so we would not expect a
problem with stereo separation. Neither would we expect a problem of
falsely keying on the stereo decoder on
a monaural signal. However, the
amount of contamination at the pilot
carrier frequency is very much a function of the receiver circuits, so the amplitude shown here does not indicate
the amplitude of contamination in aTV
receiver.
It is essential that AM/FM conversion
be minimized to permit high quality
audio on a scrambled stereo telecast.
Much of that responsibility rests within
the TV receiver, but some things may
be done within the scrambling system,

too. Obviously the higher the amplitude of the AM placed on the sound
carrier, the more severe the problem.
The greater the scrambling depth, the
greater the AM imposed.° When ontime scrambling is employed, the pulse
amplitude is greater because of scrambling and descrambling pulse overlap.
This is not the only source of separation loss. One of the most severe errors, not related to scrambling, is amplitude error in the recovered difference
signal caused by errors in modulation
level. These errors exist because of the
effect of amplitude companding in the
difference channel. If an error exists in
setting the modulation level of the composite stereo signal, the expander in
the television set will return the difference signal to the incorrect amplitude
so that when the stereo composite signal is demultiplexed, the separation will
be degraded.
This is why the setting of modulation
level at the modulator is so important,
causing some manufacturers of encoders for the CATV industry to include 4.5
MHz modulators in their encoders—so
the amplitude setting can be done in
the factory where calibration is better
controlled. One encoder which will be
introduced soon has a built-in calibration oscillator to allow the deviation of
amodulator to be set in the field. Even
this procedure will not yield acceptable

results unless the deviation of the
sound modulator can be measured precisely.

Appendix
This appendix is intended to illustrate the basic mathematics of stereo
transmission and will show the sensitivity of the separation of phase errors in
the pilot. We begin by assuming that at
the headend we have an audio signal of
amplitude A and frequency wm on the
left channel and no signal on the right
channel. Our equations for the right
and left channels are, therefore:
L = Asinw m t
R = O
eq. 1-1
These signals are passed through the
sum and difference matrices to yield:
L + R = Asinw m t
L — R = Asinw m t
Eq. 1-2
The sum signal, L + R, is transmitted
in the form given, while the difference
signal is modulated onto asubcarrier at
frequency ws.
eq. 1-3
Vsc = A (sinw m t)(sinw st)
Straight multiplication is the correct
representation for amplitude modulation, double sideband suppressed carrier. The difference signal of eq. 1-3 is
added to the sum signal of eq. 1-2, and
the pilot, of frequency ws/2. This corn-
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Figure 5 Baseband audio spectra
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posite signal is modulated on the
sound carrier, along with the SAP and
professional signals if used.
This signal is transmitted to the home
receiver and demodulated back to the
components shown. The next task is to
demodulate the difference signal of eq.
1-3, so that we might apply it and the
sum signal to the matrix which will
yield the left and right signals. The demodulation process is done synchronously by deriving a local carrier from
the transmitted pilot. To take into account the possible phase shift of the
doubled pilot frequency, we'll write it
with phase shift (t):
Vsi = sin(co st +
eq. 1-4
The L- Rsignal is obtained by multiplying Vsc of equation 1-3 by the inserted carrier of equation 1-4. Thus, the
demodulation process is represented
mathematically by:
L- R =
A(sinco m t)(sinw st) [sin(co st + (t. )] eq. 1-5
After expanding using standard trigonometric relations, we obtain for the
difference signal:
L - R = A(sinco m t)(cos0)
eq. 1-6
This is the same as the L—R signal we
started with—except its amplitude has
been altered by the cosine of the phase
error of the reinserted difference car-

Reference/Footnotes

rier frequency. We now dematrix using
the L+ Rsignal of eq. 1-2, which we assume was transmitted without distortion, and the L—R signal of eq. 1-6.
L = (L + R) + (L—R)
R = (L + R) - (L—R)
eq. 1-7

' Large, David, "Implementing MTS,"
CED, May 1985, p. 46.
I
ntercarrier detectors make use of the
very precise transmitted picture-sound
frequency spacing, in order to eliminate set-top tuning errors from placing
the sound carrier off center in the
bandpass filter. Additionally, by mixing
the sound carrier to 4.5 MHz, a higher
quality filter can be realized.
3 Many mechanisms exist for converting AM into FM. One of the more common is a bandpass filter in the sound
path, which is not symmetrically tuned
to the center frequency. In this case,
the two modulation sidebands are attenuated differently, which will cause a
phase-modulation component to be introduced. This may be seen by studying
a phasor diagram in which the sidebands have unequal amplitude. The result contains a phase modulated component. Frequency modulation is simply aspecial case of phase modulation.
°The descrambling process amplifies
the picture carrier during blanking intervals. Since the sound carrier accompanies the picture carrier through the
descrambler, it too is amplified. Thus,
the sound carrier reaching the TV receiver has AM pulses from the descrambling process as well as the timing pulses placed on it by the scrambler.

Substituting eq. 1-2 and 1-6 and combining terms we obtain:
L = (A + AcosO)sinco m t
R = (A - Acosge)sinco m t
eq. 1-8
But what we wanted was the same as
in eq. 1-1, which was aleft amplitude of
A and nothing in the right channel.
Thus, phase shift has caused the left
channel amplitude to be low and the
right channel to become contaminated
with left channel information. We define the separation to be -20 Log of the
left channel amplitude divided by the
right channel amplitude or:
S = -20LOGRA + Acos0) ÷(A -Acosel
= -20LOGR1 + cos(/' ) (1 - cos«
eq. 1-9
The phase shift used above was that
of the reinserted subcarrier at twice the
pilot frequency. Because of frequency
doubling, a phase error in the pilot is
doubled at the subcarrier frequency.
We may tabulate the pilot phase error
versus the separation, as shown in the
table above. co
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ly described in free catalog C/84, which
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• Bandpass Filters

viewing.

• Pay TV Traps

cuit program online — without adjacent disturbance. Your

This unit is currently in use in hospitals, schools, motel

• Co-Channel Eliminators

chains and cable systems (Sammons, Heritage, Harron
and others) nationwide. Put one to work for you — order

• Band Separation Filters

yours today!
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Storeandforward
A practical impulse payper- view solution
By Yuske Ishii.
General Manager, Engineering,
and
Larry C. Brown,
Vice President, New Business Development,
Pioneer Communications of America Inc.

T

o be competitive, the design
of one-way addressable converter systems today must
include provisions for impulse pay-per-view service. To this end,
each major converter manufacturer is
offering a solution to cable operators
consistent with its view toward the payper-view controversy.
Some vendors are offering 'add-on'
impulse pay-per-view (IPPV) capability
for their addressable converters. In this
approach, the fundamental benefits of
one-way addressability first can be
achieved through installation of the
converter itself into subscriber homes.
Later, true 'impulse' pay-per-view capability can be added through installation
of acompanion 'add-on' unit. Pioneer's
BA-5000 series addressable converter,
and companion PULSE add-ons for
IPPV, are an example of this approach.
To achieve a practical IPPV system,
the importance of clear definition of
details of communication between the
converter and the 'add-on', as well as
overall system design, was recognized
early on. Accordingly, Pioneer's PULSE
add-on was developed simultaneously
with the BA-5000 one-way addressable
converter. Design objectives for the BA5000/PULSE system included:
• VIRTUAL REAL-TIME OPERATION BY
SUBSCRIBER
Subscriber reception of an IPPV program must 'look like' it has been authorized by the cable operator at the
instant the request is made.
• LOW COST CONTROLLER
The two-way addressable controller required by the operator for handling
IPPV cannot cost substantially more
than typical one-way addressable designs.
• EASE OF INSTALLATION
It must be possible for the 'add-on' to
be installed in the home without any
real-time manpower assistance from
the headend or cable office.
• DATA AND SERVICE SECURITY
The technology and approach used for
data communication to and from the
subscriber home must be such that
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subscribers cannot defeat accurate reporting of the IPPV viewing statistics
required for billing purposes.
• MINIMUM BILLING DISPUTES
The system architecture must be such
that the potential for subscriber billing
disputes, with their attendant high operating expense, is minimized.

Installation
To upgrade a Pioneer BA-5000 one-way
addressable system to PULSE IPPV capability, atwo-way controller is first installed in the headend/office of the cable operator. Pioneer's Model M4 IPPV
controller is an extension of the M3 +
one-way addressable controller, which
utilizes the DEC Micro PDP-11 minicomputer as its CPU. Both the M3+
and M4 use the same BU -3000 intelligent front-end communication processor, which is connected to the CPU bus
via direct memory access (DMA) to offload much of the system's I/O overhead. The BU -3000 has a 16-bit microprocessor with local memory, which is
directly connected to the PDP-11's main
memory, thereby eliminating any constraints of terminal addressing space
with respect to the local memory size of
BU -3000. In other words, the number of
tiers or terminals in a system does not
impact the required controller hardware configuration.
There actually are two models of
PULSE available, differing only in the
medium used to communicate upstream. The 'hybrid' model of PULSE
communicates back to the operator via
phone lines in the polling process and,
thus, can be employed on acable plant
equipped for only one-way transmission. The 'psk' PULSE model communicates upstream on the 5 to 30 MHz return portion of atwo-way cable plant.
For systems already equipped with
the Pioneer M3 + one-way addressable
controller, a software upgrade and addition of asynchronous lines to collect
data are all that is needed to make the
headend ready to accomodate hybrid
PULSE IPPV. Psk PULSE IPPV requires
the addition of aBU -3500 two-way cable
data receiver at the headend.
Prior to installing a PULSE unit at a
subscriber's home, an 'IPPV flag' is first
set by the operator in the controller.
This flag is subsequently downloaded
with other addressable information to
the BA-5000 already in the home. Typically, the data entry associated with setting these IPPV flags would be batched
daily for forthcoming scheduled installs. This process brings associated
subscribers' BA-5000s to the state of
'IPPV-ready,' i.e. awaiting and 'watching for' the PULSE add-on to be connected via the interface port provided
on the BA-5000.
Physical attachment of the PULSE
Communications Engineering & Design
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Will the Converter
for Impulse PPV
Compare the Product Lines of

JERROLD
At Jerrold, we knew that impulsepay-per-view was the way of the
future. That's why we poured more
than 40 man-years into its
development. And that's why
we're ready now.
It takes more than a plug-in
module to make IPPV a reality.
Jerrold has acomplete line of
tested products, billing and

subscriber purchasing software,
frequency agile modems, data
communication synchronizers,
and telephone network interfaces
to put the impulse into pay-perview. It would take years for
another manufacturer to develop a
comparable capability.
So, when you're ready to decide
on your next converter, don't

wonder if or when it will be capable
of IPPV, just contact Jerrold. Call or
write Jerrold Division, General
Instrument Corporation, 2200
Byberry Road, Hatboro, PA 19040.
(215) 674-4800.

JERROLD
You know we'll be there.

TRANSMISSION LINE
EQUALIZER (TLE)
Synchronizes data
communications between the addressable
controller and multiple
hub sees.

STARCOM VI. Downloadable RF converter
provides IPPV for one- or two-way
addressable systems

DATA COMMANDER.
Frequency agile
modem permits
rapid polling of
converters, while
maintaining data
integrity.

STARCOM' V Baseband
addressable converter
facilitates IPPV for two-way
cable systems

TWO-WAY TELEPHONE NETWORK ADAPTER TNA).
Allows various data path configurations with different
types of interconnects.

STARVUE". Economical
add-on unit provides IPPV
to two-way addressable
systems.

IPPV SOFTWARE.
Comprehensive software
packages to provide
purchase data collection
and converter verification
and control.

STARFONE'. Economical
add-on unit provides IPPV
to one-way addressable
systems.

REMOTE CONTROLS. Every
handheld wireless remote control unit
shown here
is IPPV ready.

GENERAL
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VCR at CAM TOGETHER AT LAST.
Finally there's a
solution to VCR/CATV
compatibility. It's called
the Video Control
Center, and it's made exclusively for the CATV
industry by Qintar.
It's the answer to the
problem of program
selection independence.
The Video Control
_nter switches up
o4RF inputs (Basic,
2remium, VCR, & AUX)
on aVCR.
The affordable Video
Control Center, by Qintar,
works with either single
or dual cable systems
and is available in both
passive or amplified
versions.
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reconnect wires and

The Video Control
Center. Makes VCR +
CATV amarriage that's
destined to last.
SPECIFICATIONS.

All units can be private-labeled and
custom configured. Your logo is displayed
(in any color ink) on the front panel. And
the switch sequences can be printed to your
specifications.

fumble with many A/B
switches.
The Video Control
Center is built to strict
CATV specifications
and is sold only to cable
companies.
If your system
has special needs, call
our president, Randy
Tishkoff. He'll be happy
to discuss acustom
switch for your system.
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add-on to the BA-5000 completes the
installation process for a subscriber.
The PULSE unit fastens to the bottom of
the BA-5000, as depicted in Figure 1.
This 'piggy-back' mechanical configuration was chosen for its degree of protection of inter-unit cabling and its conservation of set-top physical space. As
an additional security measure, once
the BA-5000 first 'sees' the PULSE unit
has been attached, the PULSE unit cannot be removed without triggering an
'IPPV access trap' mechanism, which
disables the ability of the subscriber to
receive IPPV programming.
This IPPV access trap is distinct and
separate in its function from another
access trap function in the BA-5000,
which effectively disables ALL subscriber service if asubscriber tampers with
his BA-5000 unit. This access trap function is astandard feature of all Pioneer
addressable converter designs. It is primarily aresult of Pioneer's sensitivity to
the subscriber theft-of-service problem,
resulting from many years of experience providing two-way addressable
converters to Warner-Amex for their interactive QUBE systems.
It also is significant that the installation process for aPULSE unit does not
require the technician to initiate any
telephone call or other communication
to the cable office from the subscriber's
home to complete the install.

collection on the hybrid version of
PULSE can be done in telephone system off-peak hours. Each PULSE unit
has alow-cost Bell-103 modem built in.
Thus, hybrid PULSE is compatible with
any phone system in the U.S. Installed
subscribers' BA-5000/PULSE units are,
in succession, commanded to initiate a
telephone call from the subscriber's
home to the operator's controller. During that call, PULSE's stored information is forwarded to the controller.
Using the downstream addressable
communications channel associated
with the BA-5000, each PULSE unit also
can be issued a'credit limit' from 0to
20. This is asecurity measure, enabling
the operator to have full control of his
'exposure' at any time with any subscriber. Within the data collection cycle,
PULSE will not allow a subscriber to
purchase more IPPV programs than his
limit.
With PULSE's 'store and forward' approach, the phone system capacity required is only afraction of that needed
in 'order-taking' approaches to pay-perview. Since order-taking mandates that
each subscriber program request be
handled individually by the operator, a
large quantity of phone lines is required to be ready for apossible flurry
of last-minute ordering.
Also available in the PULSE system
are 'snapshot registers.' The controller

The rapidly
expanding personal
computer market
has fostered a new
breed of 'hi-tech'
individuals who
potentially pose a
threat to system
security.

Operation
Operation 01 the BA-5000/PULSE system
involves a 'store-and-forward' technique, which functions in 'data collection cycles.' The length of this cycle is
definable by the operator. For instance,
aone-month cycle might be selected—
to coincide with an operator's already
established billing cycle.
During any one such cycle, asubscriber may view up to 20 IPPV programs.
Each such program is authorized by the
PULSE unit itself, without any real-time
communication to the headend or cable office. This eliminates any need for
customer service representatives to
contend with a barrage of last-minute
purchases from subscribers just prior
to the start of apopular IPPV program.
During transmission, each IPPV program is electronically 'labelled' at the
headend with an in-band 'event ID.'
This ID is recovered by the BA-5000
and, for each program purchased,
passed on to the PULSE unit. PULSE
'stores' up to 20 such IDs, holding them
for later 'forwarding' back to the IPPV
controller to enable billing of subscribers for programs purchased.
At the end of a'data collection cycle,'
the controller manages a process of
'polling' all the PULSE units, collecting
the purchased-events information for
each subscriber. The data collection
process is fully automatic, so data
Communications Engineering & Design

• Sure-fit for quick simple installation.
• Plated, hardened, flat-headed
Steel masonry nails, pre-assembled
ready for use.
• Sizes to fit all coaxial cables, including
quad and double shielded, both single
and dual systems. Available in black,
white and grey.
•Sold by most leading distributors —
Ask for Tower by name.
• Write today for samples, literature and a
copy of Tower Cable Clips test results as
required by the British Telephone Company, giving name of your supplier.

WELDONE TRADING CO. INC.
1401 Legendre Street W.
Suite 106,
Montréal, Quebec H4N 2S2
(514) 381-8861
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can issue aglobal command to all converters instructing them to 'take asnapshot' of the current viewing status of all
PULSE subscribers at that instant, for
collection later. Five such snapshot registers are available. One practical application is the gathering of viewing statistics of subscribers for the purpose of
determining Nielsen-type program ratings.
Another application of snapshot registers is 'commercial effectiveness measurement.' When viewers are bored
with a commercial, they frequently
tune away for awhile to see what is
being shown on other channels. Three
successive snapshots, taken at the beginning, middle and end of acommercial, would quantify this phenomenon
for any particular commercial announcement.
PULSE also allows subscriber response applications. Among the data
stored in each snapshot is asingle-digit
'response' which the subscriber may
have entered just prior to the snapshot
global command, perhaps in response
to a query during a TV program to:
"Press response #1 to receive more information about this offer." In this application, the BA-5000 LED display actually shows the subscriber's response
selection until BA-5000/PULSE sees the
global 'snapshot' command. The global
causes the response digit to be

A good IPPV system
must be able to
provide an operator
with the ability to
convince
subscribers that
operators are fully
aware of what IPPV
programs they
purchased and for
how long.

'cleared' on the display. This technique
gives the subscriber the perception that
his response is actually being collected
at that instant, i.e. on areal-time basis.
The rapidly expanding personal computer market has fostered anew breed
of 'hi-tech' individuals who potentially
pose athreat to system security. Lowcost techniques of asynchronous data
communication through telephone
lines are now quite well known. Accordingly, there is substantial concern
about the potential for IPPV programming theft.
Consider a potential 'record-andplayback' cheating method, for example. A hybrid cable/telco PULSE subscriber could view no programs during a
data collection cycle, then 'record' the
"no IPPV viewed" upstream data message placed on the phone line by his
PULSE unit at the end of that cycle. In
the subsequent cycle he might view
many IPPV programs, believing that
he'll ultimately be able to simply 'play
back' the previously recorded "no IPPV
viewed" message to the controller to
avoid being billed.
Several provisions in the PULSE system would foil such acheating attempt.
First, the system employs a two-way
handshake on the phone line, which
would be missing. In addition, the controller echoes data received from
PULSE units, back downstream on the
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cable plant, for confirmation. Further,
the 'credit limit' function would eventually be exceeded in the subscriber's
PULSE unit, preventing him from viewing additional programs until his viewing data is actually collected.
The experience gleaned by Pioneer in
its years of supplying the two-way IPPV
terminals for QUBE also is relected in
the PULSE system's provisions for dealingwith subscriber billing disputes.
The most common causes of such disputes with IPPV programs have proven
to be:
• an unsuccessful attempt by the subscriber to evade monitoring by the
controller/computer.
• a subscriber's claim that the TV was
on and tuned to an IPPV program,
but no one was viewing it.
• a subscriber unknowingly tuning
into an IPPV program.
• chain billing,' i.e. asubscriber failing
to detune from an IPPV channel at
the end of apurchased program and,
thus, being billed for subsequent
programs on the same channel.
Provisions to contend with such
eventualities in the PULSE system include the AUTH button, astandard feature that appears both on the set-top
and handheld remote control portions
of the BA-5000. Figure 2 explains how
the AUTH button is an integral part of

the 'foolproof' process by which asubscriber purchases an IPPV program. Experience has shown that the buy process can be simple for the subscriber,
yet the majority of billing disputes (and,
thus, the costly CSR overhead associated with them) are totally avoided using this approach. The 'authorize channel' in this process is simply a locally
originated character-generated channel, the frequency of which can be chosen by the operator and downloaded to
all converters with other system parameters.
When the subscriber selects an IPPV
program, his BA-5000 LED display
shows the number of the channel he is
requesting, but the converter actually
tunes to the 'authorize channel'—presenting a message (like that shown in
Figure 2) to the subscriber. Only when
the subscriber proceeds to press the
AUTH button does the converter actually tune to the event, and the PULSE
unit record the program as having been
purchased. Thus, the AUTH button provides a very positive indication of the
subscriber's purchase—something a
subscriber would find difficult to argue
could happen 'accidentally' in a billing
dispute. From the subscriber's viewpoint, pressing the AUTH button is
equivalent to having purchased aticket
to the event.
But what about the subscriber who

admits he knowingly purchased an
IPPV program, but claims he was
quickly very disappointed and, therefore, contends he's entitled to a refund? Is he lying or telling the truth?
PULSE handles this eventuality by reporting to the operator how long each
purchased event was viewed. The subscriber's PULSE unit monitors the first
15 minutes of each purchased IPPV program, accumulating the amount of time
the converter is tuned to that program.
A subscriber complaining he didn't like
the program, but spent 15 or more minutes viewing it, would be on pretty
shaky ground.
Billing disputes arising out of 'chain
billing' are not possible with the PULSE
system, even in back-to-back programs,
because every time aprogram ends the
in-band 'event ID' changes, causing the
BA-5000 to restart the 'authorize' process.
The billing-related functions of an
IPPV system are a very sensitive issue
among operators—and rightfully so.
Should he make access to IPPV channels too restrictive, the potential for
impulse buying is lost. Should subscribers discover a good billing argument
due to the system's weakness, the word
soon gets out to other subs and the
problem mushrooms. A good IPPV system must be able to provide an operator with the ability to convince subscri-
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Quantum Reach" (QRTM) coaxial cable
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aluminum sheath—all in one quick
operation. All jacket stripping and coring
is done to the manufacturer's specifications to accommodate LRC, Gilbert and
P. P.C.'s connectors.

The SCT/QR provides acost-efficient
perfect cable trim everytime.
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SUBSCRIBER SELECTS
CHANNEL 34, AN IPPV
CHANNEL

o
THIS IS A PAY-PER-VIEW
CHANNEL.
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BUTTON TO PURCHASE THE
PROGRAM.
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BILLED AUTOMAT ICA LL7
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PROGRAM.
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THE IPPV PROGRAM
APPEARS.

Figure 2 Subscriber purchase of an IPPV program

bers that operators are fully aware of
what IPPV programs they purchased
and for how long.

Other PULSE features
Among the unique convenience features in the BA-5000/PULSE system is
'purchase while absent' capability,
likely to be popular with the rapidly expanding base of subscribers owning
VCRs. All BA-5000 one-way addressable
systems have a'program timer' integral
to the set-top unit, which functions similarly to the timer on most VCRs. Once
PULSE has been added in the home, the
functionality of this feature is carried
one step further: The converter actually
can be programmed by the subscriber
in his absence for recording on his
VCR. Essentially, this amounts to the
40/December 1985

converter having the ability to selfauthorize a channel, i.e. bypass the
need for depressing the AUTH button
to buy aprogram. This self-authorizing
capability is restricted to only one IPPV
program each time it is used, again to
prevent chain billing disputes.
Pioneer's earlier two-way systems for
the Warner Amex QUBE systems used
terminals with volatile memories employing P-MOS and N-MOS technologies. Although they were state of the art
at the time, they required very highspeed 256k bit-per-second two-way
communication between controller
and terminals to collect subscriber data
on areal-time basis. But with the availability of new non-volatile memories
such as the EAROM and battery
backed-up CMOS devices, the need to

poll all subscribers at such ahigh rate,
and to contend with all the resulting
data, has disappeared.
Store and forward technology takes
full advantage of the new devices available, provides improved protection
from theft-of-service and tremendously
reduces the amount of data with which
the operator must contend to provide
IPPV service.
Pioneer's BA-5000/PULSE implementation of this technology, with its drastically lower rate of data collection, offers
cable operators affordable IPPV capabilities as part of an integrated addressable system with many practical, builtin IPPV features designed around Pioneer's eight years of experience
supplying IPPV-capable converter systems. CED
Communications Engineering &Design
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Season's greetings from
Trilogy Communications Inc.
We've had agreat start.
Thanks for your part in it.
Best wishes to you and yours
during the holiday season.

Trilogy Communications Inc.
2910 Highway 80 East
Pearl, MS 39208
(800) 874-5649
(601) 932-4461
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Part Two
By Roy Ehman,
Vice President Engineering,
Kentucky Region,
Storer Communications

L

ast month, we talked about fuses
and standby power supplies and
their impact on outage control. A
few final thoughts on this before we
move on. Some standby power supplies
have the fuses or breakers in the
secondary (60 volt side)—probably to
protect the supply because their
transistors will be destroyed if they see a
short. If this is your situation, it's time to
upgrade! This is particularly true of the
critical standby power supplies in and
around the headends.
An adequate number of supplies is
necessary at the headend and outward to
keep every spoke of ahubbed trunk alive
until the first major split. In our skeleton
map (Figure 1), this would involve
keeping the plant alive up to and
including amplifiers El, D1 and B3. If
some of your services are very critical,
you might consider amplifier
redundancy for the first few stations out.
This could dramatically reduce the
amount of plant you would lose in a
given power outage. Placing the standby
power in or near the headend also
enables you to know when it is
operating.
Standby power without monitoring
often means you will simply have your
outage an hour and ahalf later. A
structured program of battery checking
and exercise for all standby units is an
absolute necessity.
When considering standby power, we
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also have to think about keeping as
much of the headend alive as practical.
Smaller headends lend themselves
readily to floating on a24-volt battery for
uninterruptible service. Try using two 12volt motor-home or tractor batteries in
series. The charger needs to be agood
unit capable of delivering about 20%
more than the full battery load at all
times. Unfortunately, the right units run
to hundreds of dollars, so you might
want to try asystem that merely switches
to the batteries when required. This
application only takes asmall,
inexpensive charger. For larger
headends, Irecommend acombination
of essential modulators and processors
floating on battery and the whole
(including some cooling) backed up by a
generator of suitable size.
The type of prime mover most likely to
start reliably every time is aunit running
on natural gas or propane. Gasoline
tends to jellify with standing, and diesels
can be most intractible when you need
them most. If you can get hooked up to
the city gas main, you've got it made. But
if gasoline or diesel fuel is used, you
must have back-up supplies, which can
be astorage problem. Whatever backup
system is used, the whole outfit must be
tested aminimum of once aweek for at
least 25 to 30 minutes under full load by
failing (IE turning off) the primary A/C
power. This gives the transfer switch
contacts awipe and time for all
mechanical and electrical components to
heat up and indicate weakness or failure
under controlled conditions when you
can still fall back on city power.
How many times have you read on
outage reports of long duration: "I

used my spare LE module last week" or
"Had to borrow an LE from George."
Usually not stated is the fact that in the
first case the tech probably had to drive
several miles through traffic to the
warehouse to get another LE or that
"George" was 15 miles away. What
tends to be forgotten is that after the
swap our tech and "George" probably
are riding around the plant without a
replacement LE on board. Worse yet,
have you ever read: "I replaced the
amp, but my spare was also dead." Bad
bench QC! Techs are not always to
blame for carrying insufficient or
inappropriate replacement material
since they frequently are unaware of
how much stock they are permitted to
have.
Atyped list in adurable plastic sleeve
should be supplied to each operator
showing the number and quantity of
the truck stock that is to be carried
according to the functions to be
performed—such as service calls,
sweeping or whatever. An occasional
field check of the vehicle and its
contents will help raise everyone's
preparedness level.
All service and maintenance techs
must be fully equipped to handle all
emergencies at all times. This includes,
among other things, aspare guts for the
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THE MOST MEMORABLE FEATURE
OF THE NEW WATCHMAN 'I
IS YOU CAN FORGET IT.
The new Watchman R
ll is
aworry free battery designed
for CATV and other standby power applications.You
install it. You forget it.
Here's why:
The new Watchman II's
Absolyten^ sealed lead acid
technology means no
maintenance, and no maintenance cost. It means no
climbing poles to service
batteries. The Watchman IL
never needs watering,
there's no acid spillage or
corrosive fumes to damage
electronics. And because
it is sealed, you can use the
Watchmanll in any position,
in any location, no matter
how remote, even freezing
will not hurt it. Unlike most
standby batteries, Watchman
ll thrives on cycling and
can be cycled over 200
times, even after being in
day-after-day float service.
For more information,
and other technical data,
write or call Bob Hasewinkle,
Product Manager—Specialty,
GNB Batteries Inc.,
PO. Box 64140, St. Paul,
MN 55164, 612/681-5000.
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Prevention is the only
protection
Lightning rods attract lightning—
that's their function. The only sure
protection is to prevent the
lightning from striking the
structure and damaging the
installations inside. That's what
the VERDA Lightning Deterrent
does—it gives you protection
from all lightning-associated
problems by deflecting
lightning. A positive corona is
formed which deters positive
lightning energy. The VERDA
Lightning Deterrent can be
applied in all situations requiring
lightning protection—
Communications systems—
microwaves—two-way radio
—TV—FM—Nurad antennas
—boats—police and fire
stations—ambulances—
telephones—trucks—
It's round-the-clock
protection against lightning.
This system has been stormtested on the highest structure in
the world.

The
Proven
Lightning
Deterrent!

• Specializing in standard,
encoded and addressable
units
• Line amplifiers/distribution
equipment
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Sales

Service

• All makes/all models
converters

Lightning
Reader
Deterrent
Service
Corp.
Number 28/

5321 South Kedzie Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60632
(312) 434-7912

You know service.
Now meet sales!
()
\ier

II

r

PTS
EXPRESS
SERVICE
AND SALES

• New Jerrold standard,
encoded and addressable
converters, distribution
products, taps, and
passives
• All makes/all models
reconditioned converters
Contact Corporate Headquarters at:
PTS CORPORATION
P.O. Box 272
Bloomington, IN 47402
(812) 824-9331
for the Servicenter nearest you.
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PROFIT BUILDER!

Introducing the
"UP" Series of
Uninterruptible Standby Power

At last! Now you can provide aprofitable and "fully uninterruptible", data grade cable network to the
business community.
To effectively carry continuous high speed data
transmissions, one of your most critical requirements will
be for continuous uninteruptible power. Uninterruptible
CATV Standby Power is now available with the "UP"
Series from Alpha Technologies. When the utility power
fluctuates or goes off for any reason, the innovative
technology of Alpha's"UP" Series prevents any interruptions to your cable network. Result? Your cable network
keeps on transmitting your customer's valuable data information. Nonstop.

Another
"Industry First"
from Alpha Technologies.

The "UP" Series builds on the proven reliability and
performance you've come to expect from Alpha's quality line of Standby Power Supplies. The "UP" Series
provides:
• no output interruption,
• improved battery performance.
It all adds up! Alpha's "UP" Series now gives you
the capability of entering new markets making your
cable network more profitable. Let us show you how. Call
us today; or better still, drop in at booth 884 at the
Western Show.

FOR THE REPRESENTATIVE IN YOUR AREA:
MN, WI, ND, SD & IA (612) 920-5215
A & M Communications

PA, NJ. DE, MD & VA (215) 657-4690
NCS Industries

MI, IN, KY, IL, OH, MA & KS (317) 849-7572
R. Allan Communications

AZ, NM, UT, CO, WY -(602) 948-4484
Northern CA & NV -(707) 255-2010
Southern CA & NV -(213) 650-4812
Westec Communications Inc.

WA. ID. MT. & OR (206) 745-3454
Bill Donaldson Co.
GS, FL, NC, SC, AL, MS & TN (404) 971-1021
Micro-Sat S/E Inc.
NY NM, ME, VT, CT, MA & RI (516) 867-2137
(212) 993-6002
R. F. Technologies

ALPHA TECHNOLOGIES
BELLINGHAM, WA (206) 647-2360
BURNABY, B.C. CANADA (604) 430-1476
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POWER

'GUARD
nl AUDIOGUARD INC

CABLE
POWER FOR
ALL
SEASONS

MODEL SB-6012-24-0
STANDBY POWER SUPPLY
FEATURES
Temperature compensated battery
charger, Totally modularized electronics. All active components on
plug-in modules. Automatic switch
over when either module removed.
Simple/fast installation, lop security locks. Built-in short circuit and
overload protection. Under voltage
protection. Approved quick disconnect, Large battery compartments.
The SB-6012-24-0 may be ordered as an
ADD-ON to existing power supplies; as
aFERRORESONANT ONLY for adding
of STANDBY ONLY at alater date; and
the POWER GUARD MODULES can
RETROFIT INTO SOME OTHER TYPES
OF POWER SUPPLIES. Test indicate a
projected 20 (plus) year life. The unit is
rated at 12AMPS/60VAC output, utilizing two batteries. Various options are
available.
POWER

'GUARD
P.O. Box 549 • Hull, Georgia 30646
(404) 354-8129
Reader Service Number 31
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Then there is the area of "afterhours" and weekend deployment of
personnel. Outages and major
impairments somehow refuse to
restrict their occurrence to normal
business hours. Answering services,
standby duty and the call-out system
have all been tried and found wanting
in various degrees. Cable television is a
twenty-four-hour, seven-day-a-week
service; we need to be responsive to
the needs of the plant and the public
for as great aportion of this time as
possible. Obviously, to cover it all
would be inefficient, so some
compromise has to be found. The
following shift schedule, with slight
variations, comes close to
approximating the ideal and has been
employed by anumber of advanced
systems over the years:
DISPATCH:
Mon.-Fri.-8 a.m. to 11 p.m. or Midnight
Sat. & Sun.-9 a.m. to Noon & 2to 9/10
p.m.
TECHNICIANS:
Mon.-Sat.-8 a.m. to 9p.m.
Sundays-9 a.m. to 2p.m. & 3p.m. to 6
p.m. + standby
The word "shift" is used loosely and
could mean anything from one to
several persons depending on system
size. This schedule may come as shock
to some, but it is easier to accomplish
than it looks.
The main dispatch function consists
of two shifts with probably adispatch
supervisor/coordinator/trainer working
swing-shift to bridge the middle of the
day and the changeover period. All will
agree with the early start needed to
pick-up any overnight recordings or an
early morning outage and be up to
speed for the day. The late shift is used
to cover night problems, trouble calls,
outages and complete paper work. The
dispatcher has at least one technician at
his disposal (depending on system size)
during the early evening and the same
man, with vehicle, is on call for the rest
of the evening. This tech does high
priority service calls, such as customers
whose service is completely off or
totally unwatchable. This is avery
rewarding activity and generates alot of
favorable PR but, above all, the evening
tech is instantly available, fully
equipped and rolling in case of an
outage. This is true outage control at its
finest—during prime-time when
needed most. The weekend dispatch
can be handled by one dispatcher or
technician plus overtime on arotating
basis.
The cross-training afforded to the
personnel in manning dispatch for
short periods during light loading is
invaluable and should not be neglected
since it also provides asource of backup for vacations and illness and may,

on occasion, be asource of qualified
dispatch recruitment. An experienced
and organized field tech, who would
prefer less physically demanding work,
often makes afine dispatcher or
dispatch supervisor.
On weekends an attempt is made to
keep the dispatch hours within reason
—while spreading coverage over as
much of the day as possible. The
Sunday duty technician can take over
for the dispatch lunch hour(s). This
breaks up arather long and lonely day
for the dispatcher while extending the
coverage hours.
The weekday quitting time for techs
can vary according to season and
locality. It is often unproductive to be
knocking on doors after 9p.m. except
where service is off and the visit has
been confirmed by adispatch phone
call.
Notice that asix-day week has been
suggested for technical service. This
provides the Saturday service which is
so essential for the plant and many
customers. Here again, outage control
is available all through Saturday.
Assuming adequate staff to cover the
full six days, it still could be unpopular
and, therefore, difficult to implement.
One creative method of constructing
the duty roster which was found
acceptable was to have two "long"
weeks followed by afour-day weekend.

Measuring outage control
Having done everything in our power
to control outages, we now need a
convenient and, hopefully, universal
way of measuring our performance and
comparing it with our previous results
and those of other systems. We can do
this by generating an "on-time
percentage," which could also be
called aSystem Reliability Index (SRI).
The SRI is ameasure of the continuity
of service provided to customers
which, in turn, hinges on the
vulnerability of the system to outages
and the ability of the technical staff at
all levels to reduce their number and
duration by appropriate plant design
and outage procedures. This is also
where we are going to use the box
(shown in Figure 2) at the bottom of our
outage log. (The complete outage log
was shown in Part One of this article,
October, CED, p. 36.)
EXAMPLE: Half the plant is off for 30
minutes. The outage is logged as 50%
plant for 30 minutes. For statistical
purposes, this could be considered the
same as 100% of the plant being off for
15 minutes. We call this process
normalizing for 100% plant equivalent.
To properly calculate these
normalizations, we will need the
skeleton map in Figure 1showing the
amplifiers only. Amplifier numbers are
not totally essential in this application,
Communications Engineering &Design

Hamlin 6400 System:
The "Affordable Addressable"

Why discard Convertors? Or Descramblers?
Conserve Capital with these "Standalone
Addressables." They are fully compatible
with any standard Convertor. And with
Hamlin MLD Programmable Decoders.

MLE64A Encoder

Note these features:
1. Half the cost of comparable Systems.
2. Highest addressing speed in the
industry.
3. All Channel In Band Addressing
Capability.
4. Address space for 9million subscribers.
5. Parental Control Option.
6. Random RF Sync Suppression w/32
encryption algorithms in 6400 mode.
7. "Blue Sound" Suppression on
unauthorized channels.
8. Status LED's for customer assisted
telephone trouble shooting.

A PROPRIETARY CUSTOM DIGITAL VIDEO
COPROCESSOR provides the ULTIMATE
SECURITY. With HAM LIN reliability. The fifth
generation Data Receiver has extremely
wide dynamic range and virtual noise
immunity.
The MLD 6400A is also avallable
built into the new Hamlin CR-7000
66 Channel Convertor.

Highest Quality... Moderate Cost...
Superb Performance.
The Clear Choice is

9. Self Diagnostics for bench trouble
shooting.
10. Full Pay-Per-View Capability.
Reader Service Number 52

Eastern Regional Office

The Reliable One
Corporate Offices 13610-1st Avenue South, Seattle, WA 98168/(206) 246-9330

35 Corporate Woods #229 /9101 West 110th Street, Overland Park, KS 662'0 /(913) 451-6443

CABLE AND
1:
I.
Bend it.
Pull it.
Bury it.
No matter how tough you think acable ought to be, new Supertrunk' is
probably tougher.
In fact, at afull 11
2 inch OD, a550 MHz bandwidth and any amp spacing
/
you're likely to need, Supertrunk is the biggest, toughest, hardest working coax
you can buy.
But, since it has asuper flexible outer conductor, it still handles like most other
point-seven-fives.
So next time you've got too much job for a
little cable, ask for Supertrunk.
"We don't call it that for nothing.
M/A-COM Cable Home Group, PO Box 1729, Hickory, NC 28603 800-438-3331, in NC 800-272-6808, telex: 802-l66
See us at booth 200 at the Western Show.
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In order to reduce
the welldocumented
customer
aggravation caused
by outages and
make our systems
more attractive
to data/
communications
services, we need to
reduce the quantity
and duration of all
outages.

but they are invaluable when
conducting an outage and for other
maintenance considerations. An
amplifier tally at the top of each major
split is areal convenience for making a
rapid count.
The basic problem with outage
reporting has always been to equate
large or small outages with varying
downtimes so they can be added and
expressed in ameaningful, industrywide figure. We can do this by factoring
all off-times to what the equivalent
would be if 100% of the plant were off.
Here is how to do it in step-by-step
detail with an example at each step. It
looks kind of complicated, but actually
it takes longer to show than to do. The
relevant portion of the outage log form
is shown in Figure 2with the example
numbers correctly filled in.
1. Determine the DURATION of the
outage in MINUTES. This is the time
from first awareness of an outage until
restoration is verified by phone calls to
two or more customers in the area.
Let's say the outage started at 16:30 and
ended at 17:25. The end time is entered
first followed by the start-time, making
for asimple subtraction giving a
duration of 55 minutes.
2. COUNT the number of amps that
were "out." Let's suppose there were
77.
3. VERIFY the number of amplifiers in
the system. This usually is afairly
constant number. Let's say it's 1,235
amplifiers.
4. NORMALIZE the outage for 100%
plant equivalent as follows:
a.

NUMBER OF AMPS OUT
TIME
NUMBER OF SYSTEM AMPS X OFF

and, using our numbers:
b.

77 X55 = 3.4 min. OFF-TIME
(100% plant)
1,235

This little calculation must be done for
each and every outage. The partly filled
block could well be completed by the
night dispatcher but certainly should
not be left to the end of the month.
5. At month-end, or whenever your
cut-off point is, ADD all the normalized
OFF-TIMES together. This gives the
total off-time in minutes for the period.
Let's assume it totalled 27 minutes.
6. Next, calculate number of minutes
in the period to obtain the POSSIBLE
ON-TIME.
Example: 31 days X24 hours X60 minutes
= 44,640 minutes possible ON-TIME
7. Subtract the off-time from the
possible on-time to get the ACTUAL
ON-TIME.
52/December 1985

Example: 44,640 min.-27 min. = 44,613
min. ACTUAL ON-TIME
8. CONVERT this actual on-time to a
PERCENTAGE on-time.
44
44,640
'
613

X100 = 99.94% ON -TIME

This figure is the System Reliability
Index—a very valuable tool in assessing
system performance and afigure
sought after by firms such as MCI, SBS,
etc., when looking for systems to carry
services other than entertainment.

Evaluating on-time figure
After you have obtained your
monthly on-time percentage, it's a
good idea to run it backwards to see
what it means as a"reasonableness
test."
EXAMPLE #1:
System ON -TIME percentage was 99.55%
Off-time = 100% —99.55% = 0.45%
0.45X 44,640 = 200.9 min. = 2hrs. 20 min.
100
Does that look good? No, it doesn't.
Either the logging or the calculation
was done incorrectly or that month was
an absolute disaster.
EXAMPLE #2:
System ON-TIME percentage was 99.96%
That's simply away of saying that the
100% plant equivalent was off for 10099.96 = 0.04% of the time. The time in a
month (from above) is 44,640 minutes.
So total time off must have been:
0.04 X44,640 = 17.9 min., 100% plant off.
100
Does that look good? Yes, it's a"good"
number. In fact, anything over 99.90%
would be good.
Experience has shown that in larger
systems, say over 100 miles, only trunk
amplifiers need to be counted in the
total data base and in the outages. The
effect on the monthly on-time is
insignificant, and it saves having an
unduly large and detailed system
skeleton map and much paper work.
Outages caused by extenders must, of
course, still be reported on the outage
sheet and handled just like any other
outage. They just do not come into the
monthly on-time calculation in either
the amplifier data base or the outage
amplifier count.
Once you have built up an on-time
track record for afew months, it is quite
instructive to draw agraph showing the
portion from 95% to 100% and add any
relevant notations regarding significant
Communications Engineering & Design
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A Stand-by
Power
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You Can Depend On!
Control Technology's

CITATION II
At last, the fully reliable, yet cost
effective standby power system
for the CATV Industry with an
aggressive 5-year limited warranty!
For more information call toll-free

• A full 720 Watts

1-800-527-1263, In Tx 214-272-5544

• Fully regulated under all conditions
• Patented "cycle battery charging"

Jerry Conn Associates

Mega Hertz Sales

• Modular construction

P0 Box 444

6940 South Holly Circle

130 Industrial Rd

Suite 200

• Auxiliary power input

Chambersburg, PA 17201

Englewood. CO 80112

(800) 233-7600

(800) 525-8386

• Battery charger alarm

or

or contact the closest rep. in your
area.

• Built in self testing feature

Control Technology, Inc.
1881 State Street

Garland, TX 75042

Mega Hertz Sales

Mega Hertz Sales

4001 Airport Frwy

2700 Rockcreek Pkwy

Suite 590

Suite 304

Bedford. TX 76021

Kansas City . MO 64117

(817) 267-2288

(800) 821-6800

CATV Supply
490 At

33 West

OW Lindberg Associates
PO Box 10185

Englishtown, NJ 07726

Sarasota. FL 33582

(800) 526-2332

(813) 371-3444

111.
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dips in performance.
Figure 3shows such aplot of an
actual well-controlled system in
Connecticut.
In order to reduce the welldocumented customer aggravation
caused by outages and make our
systems more attractive to data/
communications services, we need to
reduce the quantity and duration of all
outages. Before we can even begin to
take action, it is imperative that we,
first, log all outages on an on-going
basis and, second, that we analyze
every outage by problem and possible
solution. Without these first two
essential steps, we are just shadowboxing. These procedures will lead us
to one or more of the following
avenues of improvement:
Frequency of Occurence:
FUSES/BREAKERS
Eliminate or beef up all fuses and
circuit breakers to the limit of prudence
and legality.
SURGE-PROOFING
Surge proof your system in the
trouble spots revealed by analysis using
effective R 2Ohm) "private" grounds
and fast, heavy crowbar or zener
semiconductors capable of handling
hundreds of amperes for 15 to 50
milliseconds (not microseconds).
STANDBY POWER
Asa minimum, install

Model No.
1220

"indestructible" standby power for the
headend and the first few trunk amps
on each spoke of the trunks. These
units must be properly maintained and
exercised. Monitoring of at least the
first mile of standby is highly
recommended. Monitoring the ends of
the trunks via return plant or dial-up
modem is, of course, the most
desirable—but aluxury not all may be
able to manage.
IMPACT PROTECTION
Where analysis reveals arepeat
occurrence of plant being hit by
vehicles or other physical damage, do
something positive such as planting
four-inch concrete-filled pipes around
pedestals or, if worse comes to worst,
move the plant!
DURATION
DISPATCH
Create ahighly effective, properly
equipped, technically oriented
dispatch with extended hours.
THE PHONE SYSTEM
Rationalize the phone system so that
reception problem calls go directly to
dispatch or other experienced,
technically oriented personnel who are
qualified to walk acustomer through
reception problems and who can
conduct an outage. The telephone
directory listing should say "Reception
Problems" and avoid the ambiguous

word "service."
PERSONNEL
Service technicians need to be
dispersed through the system at all
times—not "bunched-up." One or
more technicians need to be available
in the system for extended hours,
including weekends, and then on call
with their vehicles.
EQUIPMENT
Steps must be taken to ensure that all
techs are provided with full, functional
truck stock, tools and equipment so
they can handle any emergency
without assistance or delay.
TRAINING
Specialized training in rapid, logical
trouble-shooting is needed. On-the-job
training, while valuable, may not
necessarily lead to correct
methodology. Aworking mock-upboard of the system is amust.
It is clear from the foregoing that the
frequency of outages is largely
dependent on your plant configuration,
whereas the duration can be
controlled, to asignificant extent,
under the general heading of
organization.
Agood outage control program
means happier customers and, in some
cases, reduced customer credits. Why
not start your program today and begin
harvesting its benefits tomorrow—or
even tonight! CEO

Cable Tools

Aconstantly expanding selection
designed for cable system maintenance
and construction.
•Aerial construction
•Underground construction
•Rebuilds
•Splicing
•Installations

Reel Buck
Collapsible for easy storage. Use on ground, truck, or
warehouse. Handles strand or cable — reel diameters
to 54" (750 trunk cable).

Available from your nearest Lemco
distributor. Call or write for acomplete
catalog.
Lemco Tool Corporation
R.D. 2, Box 330A

Cogan Station, PA 17728
In PA: 717-494-0620

Outside PA: 1-800-233-8713

Trailers
7models available, with choice of 3hitch types.
Standard equipment includes leaf springs, light group,
safety chains, license plate bracket, reflectors. Up to
4-reel capacity, or designed to your specs.
Model No.
T-254

All products American-made
Model No.
XA-85
Coring/Stripping Tool
Exclusive "Corstrip" features:
•adjustable center conductor stop
•tapered stripping blade creates smooth, clean
chamfer to outer conductor ends. No burrs or sharp
edges: clamp nuts slide on easily
•for use with Dielectric, MC', and Cableflex, in all
cable sizes

Cable Caddies
Quick-Change Adapter
Put this on your 3/." or larger drill chuck and go from
one Corstrip tool diameter to another — in seconds.
Reader Service Number 36
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...can be carried to walk off cable, or stationary for
cable pull-out. 3models available to handle all size
drop cable reels.
See us at the Western Show booth 895.
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%goal POWERS
ANDS OUT
STANDBY POWER SUPPLY
Model CL 737-15
UL LISTED
FIELD PROVEN RELIABILITY

• Hinged lid
• Easy access battery
location
• Spill-guard battery trays
(available)
• Insulated shelf for
battery protection

Factory and
Customer Service:
14860 N.E. 95th
Redmond, WA 98052
(206) 882-2304

• Modular construction
• Lightning arrestor
• Bottom indicator
lights and entries

Service:
Redmond, WA
(206) 882-2304
Deerfield Beach, FL
(305) 429-0870
Ontario, CANADA
(416) 629-1111

15 OPTIONS including
• Remote Status Monitor
•Automatic Performance
Monitor
• Vandal and corrosion
resistant galvanized steel
pedestal enclosure
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CABLE POWER INC.
A Triple Crown

•

Corporation

CALL CABLE POWER CUSTOMER SERVICE AT
(206) 882-2304 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Spectrum analyzers in CATV
measurement systems
By Tom Babb, Owen Brown and Debbie
Overberg, Hewlett-Packard Co.

The challenge to provide quality service
for cable television subscribers grows
as CATV systems expand their capabilities. With more channels, wider bandwidths and two-way cable communications to handle, the test equipment of
operating companies and manufacturers alike must offer better performance
and greater versatility than in the past.
The spectrum analyzer, a generalpurpose communications test instrument, is an ideal tool for making many
of today's CAN test measurements.
We recently had the opportunity to
perform a number of CAN system
measurements at Total Television of
Santa Rosa, the Capital Cities TV franchise in Santa Rosa, Calif. This 12channel franchise was founded in 1964.
In 1981 it expanded to 36 channels forward and 7channels upstream. In the
process, the system engineer's testequipment requirements increased.
The test measurements we made at
Total Television using a spectrum analyzer are among the many that now
must be performed frequently to ensure good service for customers. The
tests included maintaining proper amplitude levels of all carriers, in both absolute and relative terms, as well as
measuring the various types of interference: cross-modulation, double and triple beat, intermodulation, co-channel
and radiation. In addition to the tests
we performed, diagnostics and troubleshooting of system components also
can be performed rapidly with the analyzer.
The measurements we discuss were
made on Total Television's system using the HP 8558B spectrum analyzer
plug-in with the portable HP 853A digital display mainframe. Annotation was
provided with an HP-75C calculator and
results were plotted on the HP 7470A.
Reviewing the spectrum analyzer block
diagram in Figure 1shows the similarity
to the dedicated selective level meters
also used to test CAN systems. Both
use the superheterodyne receiver technique found in simplified form in AM
radios. The spectrum analyzer, however, can display multiple channels simultaneously to the operator and demodulate the video signal as well as
monitor single channels.
The superheterodyne receiver technique provides amixer and local oscillator (LO) to convert the incoming sig56/December 1985

nal to a fixed intermediate frequency
(IF). The signal then is detected and displayed. The conversion process defines
the tuning equation as follows:
If f(s) < f(LO) — f(IF), then
f(s) = f(LO) — f(IF)
Where f(s)
f(LO)
f(IF)

= input signal frequency
= oscillator frequency
= intermediate frequency

For example, if the IF is 2,000 MHz and
the LO tunes from 2,000 to 3,500 MHz,
the analyzer has a0to 1,500 MHz tuning range. If asignal up to 400 MHz is
present at the analyzer input, then a

fs

11-010-

1IT

signal will appear on the display when
the LO frequency is 2,400 MHz.
The swept-frequency display of the
spectrum analyzer is made possible because the local oscillator can vary in frequency, allowing the analyzer's tuned
frequency to be swept through abroad
frequency range. This is accomplished
by supplying a ramp voltage (or current) to the frequency control element
of the local oscillator (LO). The same
ramp voltage also controls the horizontal CRT deflection to provide synchronization between LO sweep and displayed frequency.
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Figure 1
Block diagram oía swept superheterodyne spectrum analyzer. The input signal is mixed with a
tuned LO frequency to produce afixed IF which can be detected and displayed.
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Figure 2(a) Class 1broadband spectrum
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Now subscribers can disappear for an evening
and still use their VCR with Cable
Cable and VCRs. They are now trying to exist
together in millions of subscribers' homes. And until
now, taping cable programs with aVCR has been a
costly and inconvenient chore for subscribers.
That's why we designed every BA-5000 addressable converter with abuilt-in VCR timer —not as an
expensive add-on or ineffective timer in the remote.
Even your subscribers without remotes can simply
program their timer with the converter's set-top
keypad.
The easy, self-prompting timer is addressably controlled from the headend. You decide how and when
to market this revenue generating service.
Call us toll-free at 800-421-6450 and we'll give you
the 24 other reasons why the BA-5000 is the fastest
growing addressable converter in the industry.
See us at the Western Show booth 144.

(V) PIONEER®
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA, INC.

2200 Dividend Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43228
Outside Ohio, 1-800-421-6450
©1985, Pioneer Communications of Amenca. Inc
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Multi-channel analysis
A major contribution of the spectrum
analyzer to CAN maintenance is its facility for quick multi-channel analysis.
Consider, for example, the 36-channel
system at Total Television. All channels
measured must be at the normal 0
dBmV absolute power level, while adjacent channels must be within 3 dB of
each other (NTSC U.S. Standards).
Having similar channel levels prevents wide variations in picture quality.
Too small asignal causes picture dropouts; too strong a signal causes compression, adjacent channel interference
and radiation problems. The measure-

ment illustrated in Figure 2was easily
performed on both Class 1, standard
DBS programming, and Class 2, specialized programming, each with a single
sweep of the spectrum analyzer.
A related measurement, field
strength, entails testing of the video
carrier amplitudes at the far reaches of
the cable system trunks, where signal
losses are greatest. The spectrum analyzer can perform this measurement
with relative rapidity. As it can sweep
throughout the cable TV spectrum,
there is no need to tune and re-tune to
each channel. The measurement can be
made in afew sweeps lasting approximately three seconds each.

z
uelindsa
responds to

real industry needs
with an affordable
Trunk Bridger
e

he990
series

Single-channel analysis
A multi-channel analysis as described
above could alert an operator to problems in a particular channel. With a
spectrum analyzer, the operator can
move directly from measuring the system as a whole to measuring a single
channel merely by centering the channel of interest in the spectrum analyzer's display and narrowing the span and
resolution bandwidth until the channel
fills the display. The video and audio
components of that particular channel
then can be measured for proper relative amplitude levels.

Carrier-to-noise
In single-channel testing, some measurements are of particular importance.
The carrier-to-noise measurement, for
instance, is a figure of merit for the
overall channel performance. The noise
contributed by the system directly affects picture quality, showing up as
"snow." The higher the C/N ratio, the
better the picture. In the logarithmic
display on the spectrum analyzer, this
ratio is simply the difference between
the peak video carrier value and the
noise level referenced to the proper
bandwidth (4 MHz for NTSC). The full
carrier amplitude is obtained by widening the analyzer's resolution bandwidth
to encompass the significant video sidebands; typically 100 kHz is used, as
shown in Figure 3. Accurate noise measurements are assured by using a
preamplifier such as the HP 8447A in
front of the analyzer. A 10 kHz bandwidth is used for measuring noise. The
appropriate correction and normalization factor given in Table 1then is applied to the difference.

Double and triple beat

LOW COST
HIGH PERFORMANCE
450MHz
PROVEN RELMBILITY
Call now for more details...
Lindsay Specialty Products Limited
50 Mary Street,West,
Lindsay,Ontario,Canada K9V4S7
JOHN WEEKS
ENTERPRISES INC.

ADVANCED
COMMUNICATIONS

641 Grayson Hwy..
Lawrenceville,Georgia.
30245 TeL 404-963 7870

1613 S. Murray Blvd..
Colorado Springs, Co.
80916 Tel. 303-596 4464

Tel. 705-324-2196
Telex: 0-6962-860

THE HEAD-END INC.

SIGNAL VISION INC.

2690 Sawbury Blvd..
Worthington. Ohio.
43085
Tel 614.766-0874

22732-8 Granite Way.
Laguna Hills.California
92653
Tel. 714-586-3196

Intermodulation distortion products
can be found anywhere in the channel
spectrum. These are caused by the sum
and difference frequencies of the numerous carriers generated in the amplifiers. The number of potential intermodulation products increases dramatically with increased channel capacities.
Amplifiers have improved significantly,
suppressing these higher-order modes,
but second- and third-order products,
sometimes called double and triple
beat, continue to cause problems.
The sum or difference of two frequencies is the second-order product,
called double beat. Similarly, the signal
resulting from the sum or difference of
any three frequencies is the third-order
product, known as triple beat. The easiest method for detecting triple beat is
simply to tune to achannel and use a
narrow (10 kHz) bandwidth to decrease
the noise, then to look for any spurious
Continued on page 82
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Satisfaction
guaranteed.
We stand solidly behind every piece of cable equipment we sell.

Head-end through drop materials, it performs the way we say, or we'll correct it — immediately.

All items carry the manufacturer's full warranty.

We'll also compete with any distributor on price, selection, delivery, and service.

We stock all major brands, and can tailor packages to your needs.

Items arrive when you need them, not sooner or later.

And our engineers and technicians can answer any questions you have about design, installation, or field Performance

Call Cable Services with your next order, or for a free catalog:

1-800-233-8452.

(In PA, call 1-800-332-8545)
:fools and safety

Cable Services Company Inc.
2113 Marydale Avenue, Williamsport, PA 17701
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By Joseph Preschutti,
President,
E-Com Products Division,
AM Cable TV Industries Inc.

Off-premises
addressability

Off-premises jammer systems have been receiving higher interest because of the intangible benefits associated with improved customer satisfaction: the use of VCRs, multi-channel
sound, additional outlets for extra TVs and FM radio, etc.
This article describes system design concepts required to
deploy the off-premises Tier Guard System in a variety of
CATV applications. Differences from traditional tapped
feeder concepts are highlighted. In addition, financial models
for initial installation costs and operational benefits are provided, showing the Tier Guard System to be acost-effective
design concept in avariety of systems including urban, suburban, rural, new build, rebuild and upgrade situations.

System design

Systerr
design and
operation°
considerations

A cost-effective system design that takes full advantage of
the characteristics of off-premises addressable equipment
must take into consideration design rules and concepts that
are different from the standard tapped-feeder concepts used
in atraditional broadband system. Several categories of inherent differences are indicated, namely the clustering or grouping of outlets to take advantage of shared electronics, the resultant longer drops produced by this type of cluster design,
powering methods and costs and, most importantly, limited
deployment of active electronics.
The purpose of atraditional broadband system design approach utilizing low-cost directional taps is to, at minimum,
provide an outlet for every potential subscriber. The use of
standard directional tapping devices in configurations having
two, four and eight outlets results in deployment of 115% to
125% of outlets as apercentage of homes passed. This is anaturally cost-effective system design since the cost per port for a
standard directional tap is very low.
The cost per port of an off-premises addressable system
such as the Tier Guard System is quite low compared to an
addressable converter or an off-premises addressable tuner.
Consider, however, a hypothetical system design that treats
the Tier Guard tap as astandard tap in asystem that, for example, has 60% penetration and 120% deployment of outlets.
This would result in deployment of two outlets for each subscriber and would double the cost of the Tier Guard implementation. This is clearly an undesirable situation.
A system design technique that achieves 70% to 80% utilization of deployed ports was devised to overcome this situation. An explanation of the concepts underlying this system
design technique along with the advantages and disadvantages follows.
Figure 1shows asample design area with 21 homes passed,
14 subscribers and six four-port taps allocated.
Figure 2shows the same area with the Tier Guard off-premises system deployed with the following results:
• End of feeder is reduced by one span.
• Two active locations are utilized instead of six.
• Sixteen ports are allocated to serve fourteen subscribers.
• Two blank plate (TGT-0) locations are available for further
expansion.
Several advantages are presented by this system design concept:
Efficient port usage. Deployment of active electronics and
efficiency of active port usage is optimized, reducing installation costs.
Increased system reliability. The shared electronics have reduced the number of active components in the system and
reduced the number of serially connected devices in the
feeder.
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Figure 1
Traditional tapped feeder
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Lower tap losses. This particular example shows aloss of 1.2
dB per TGT or 4.8 dB passive loss. The traditional passive
losses in Figure 1total 8.6 dB without the terminating 7tap!
This increases the efficiency of line extender use in the system.
Lower cable-bearing strand footage. The result of reducing
each and every end of feeder in the system by one span has a
dramatic effect on reducing cable-bearing strand footage and
reducing installation costs.
Lower passive installation costs, fewer connectors. As demonstrated by the examples presented in Figures 1and 2, the traditional design required installation of six passives, one at
each pole, while Tier Guard off-premises design required installation of four passives for the same feeder. This results in
lower installation costs for the passive themselves and use of
fewer connectors.
There are several limitations in this system design tech-
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Price includes shipping.
Send check with request to:
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Washington, D.C. 20036
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nique that should be identified by the system designer:
Longer drops required. In order to take advantage of the
shared electronics of the Tier Guard System, the subscribers
must be served from more concentrated tap points. As can be
seen in the example, instead of providing services for two,
three or four subscribers from each of six poles, active TGTs
are deployed on alimited basis at only two locations. Service
that would traditionally be provided from the poles adjacent
to the Tier Guard tap must be handled by running an extended drop. The installation and materials cost for the longer
drops must be added to the initial system installation cost for
the Tier Guard system.
Added power supply costs. The Tier Guard is capable of
being powered from the feeder system or, optionally, by the
drops. Since the Tier Guard tap power consumption is quite
low (14 watts for aTGT-8), powering from the feeder system is
preferred. In this case, the initial installation costs will be in-
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Figure 2
Tier Guard tap feeder design
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creased by the added costs of power supply locations. A
rough estimate of the number of additional power supplies
required when using the Tier Guard System can be calculated
based on the following assumption for a moderately dense
system of about 100 subscribers per mile:
• 70% efficiency of power supply use
• 900 watts available from the power supply location (60 volts
at 15 amperes)
• 42 poles per mile
• 14 Tier Guard taps per mile (one every third pole)
With the above conditions and further assuming that the
powering system will be current-limited, not voltage-limited,
640 watts of power is available to power the Tier Guard system. At 14 watts per Tier Guard tap, 45 taps may be powered
from asingle power supply location. Assuming 14 active taps
per mile, an additional power supply will be required every
3.2 miles of cable-bearing strand plant.
For those systems employing standby power, the cost of
added power supplies might be reduced by using standby
power on the trunk with traditional supplies in the feeder
area.
Summary of Tier Guard System design rules:
1) Deploy TGT-Os throughout the system, assuming each tap
will be capable of providing an outlet for eight subscribers.
This typically will result in 50% to 65% of the poles in the system having the capability to provide active TGT outlets. This
will result in potential outlets for 100% of homes passed.
2) Populate only those TGTs required to service the projected
penetration. Typically, this will require active TGTs at only
50% of the locations indicated above or, in other words, an
active Tier Guard tap at every third pole in the system.
3) An objective for the system designer should be to achieve
aminimum of 70% efficiency in active TGT port deployment.
That is, seven out of every ten active TGT ports deployed
should be used.
The specified output level of the TGT is +15 dBmV at the
highest frequency. This limits long drop lengths using RG-6 to
approximately 300 feet. If the designer places TGT-8s optimally so that full reach is achieved in both directions along
the feeder line, the minimum number of TGTs that can be deployed is about 10 units per mile. In systems that have only 30
or so subs per mile, efficient deployment of the system will
rely on implementing system design techniques that minimize the number of TGTs required by extending the length of
the drop. Two methods have been investigated:
• Use of a "Booster Amplifier" of a low cost variety which
will allow drop levels to be increased to +23 dBmV in longdrop situations.
62IDecember 1985
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• Use of 0.412 inch backfeed cable to lower the insertion loss
of the drops.
Both of these alternatives have been selected by designers of
off-premises systems using TGT.
The replacement, on a one-for-one basis, of existing taps
with either aTGT-0 or an active TGT is astraightforward matter. The option to relocate line extenders remains with the
system designer. In a system that is already over-extended
(three extenders or more in series), it is possible to take advantage of TGT to reduce the number of extenders, increase
reliability and reduce the maintenance costs. On the other
hand, the designer may choose to leave intact existing line extender locations.
Upgrading with TGT theoretically requires extending the
drop length of approximately two-thirds of existing drops to
cluster existing subs for more cost-effective deployment.

Calculating installation costs
In projecting the cost to deploy the Tier Guard System, the
designer must consider several parameters. New systems, rebuilds and upgrades each have requirements that will affect
system design, installation and deployment tactics. This section attempts to model the new-build situation and presents
the variables that change the model for rebuild and upgrade
scenarios.
In order to accurately predict the installation cost of the
Tier Guard Systems in anew build, it is necessary to quantify
the following parameters;
1) Homes passed per mile
2) Projected penetration
3) Number of TGT-Os deployed
4) Number and value of active TGTs deployed (TGT-4, TGT-6,
TGT-8)
5) TGT-0 installation costs
6) Active TGT installation and activation costs
7) Added costs of longer drops
8) Added power supply costs
9) Number of "plain vanilla" converters used taking into account cable-ready sets.
In order to compare the installation costs of the Tier Guard
System to a set-top addressable system, the following additional factors need to be quantified:
1) Lower distribution system costs with TGT because of lower
cable-bearing strand footage, fewer taps, fewer extenders,
fewer connectors, etc.
2) Number of addressable set-top converters used, taking
into account how basic subs are provided service, addiCommunications Engineering & Design

In some systems the payback associated with only one of these benefits
will justify the off-premises approach.
In most systems acombination of these
items will produce significant operational improvements which should be
analyzed when a new build or rebuild
of asystem is being planned. A payback
model for each of these benefits is presented in the following sections.
One of the valuable benefits of an
off-premises system is the increased
revenues that can be generated by
eliminating theft-of-service and converting non-paying subscribers to paying subscribers.
The following model calculates theft-

Illegals converted,
% of ILL
Average takeout/
sub/month, $

CONV
TAKEOUT

The number of converted subscribers
per mile is calculated as follows:
(NEW) = (HP)x(ILL/100)x(CAUGHT/
100)x(CONV/100)
(1)
= new subs/mile
The additional revenue per mile per
year generated (NEW $) is calculated as
follows:
(NEW $) = (NEW)x(TAKEOUT)x12
(2)
= $Mile/year
This additional revenue (based on original subscriber count) is as follows:
$/sub = (NEW $)/(HP)x(PEN/100)
(3)

Theft of Service Example #1 (High Theft):
The following example presents an
actual system which has ahigh theft-ofservice problem, with the following parameters:
PEN
ILL
CAUGHT
CONV
TAKEOUT
tional outlet requirements and inventories, etc.
3) Use of "plain vanilla" converters.
4) Although a significant number
(about one-third) of the total drops in
the system are standard length, about
two-thirds of the total will be longer
than normal. Some of these longer
drops will require a complete span to
the adjacent pole location (about 50%)
while the remainder can be handled by
a half-span extension in drop length.
Both material costs and added labor
costs must be considered.
5) The effect of the savings produced
by fewer taps, lower strand footage,
lower passive installation costs plus
cost adders on the distribution plant
including additional power supply
costs are detailed for a specific design
example at the end of this paper.

Operational benefits
Ott-premises equipment should be
deployed in many systems for reasons
that vary in importance, depending on
the unique characteristics of the individual system. The primary operational
cost benefits which may be calculated
directly from data available from operations are:
• Reduction in theft or service losses.
• Reduction in hardware losses.
• Reduction in churn losses.
• Reduction in equipment repair costs.
Communications Engineering &Design

= 17% existing subscriber
penetration
= 30% illegal connections
= 100%
= 50%
= $20 average per
subscriber per month

• Dependable service
• Large inventories
• Quality products
• Prompt delivery
• Quick response

of-service benefits on a per-subscriber
basis using the initial subscriber count
before service theft is eliminated as a
basis. The following parameters are
used as required data for the calculation:

Parameter
Homes Passed
per mile
Penetration, %
Illegal connections,
% of HP
Illegals caught,
% of ILL

Equation
Variable

We Make The Connection
HP
PEN
ILL
CAUGHT

22732 -B Granite Way
Laguna Hills, CA • 92653
714/586-3196
Reader Service Number 41
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Justification for an off-premises TGT system installation is
almost completely based on projected cash from improving
penetration from 17% to 32% as follows:
(NEW) = (220)x(30/100)x(100/100)x(50x100)
= 33 subs per mile
(NEW) = 33x(20)x12 = $7920/mile
$/sub = $211.76 per existing sub per year!
Theft of Service Example #2 (Average Theft):
The previous example was an extreme (but real) situation in
a problem system. An "average" urban system is presented
below with the following numbes:
HP
PEN
ILL
CAUGHT
CONV
TAKEOUT

=
=
=
=
=
=

SYSTEM INFORMATION
Homes Passed
Penetration, %
Subscribers
Additional Outlets, %
Cable Ready Sets, %
Poles per Mile

225.00
45.00
101.25
20.00
20.00
42.00

Truck Roll Cost, $
Avg. Sub Bill/Month, $

25.00
25.00

Hardware Theft, %
Service Theft, % of HP
% Illegals Converted

15.00
10.00
25.00

Disconnects, %Subs/year
10.00
New Connects, %Subs/year
2.50
Reconnects, %Subs/year
7.50
Upconvert Pay, %Subs/year
10.00
Downconvert Pay, %Subs/year 10.00

In this "average" case, the improvement in revenue brought
about by an off-premises system is still substantial, but one
must also look at other areas for additional operational savings in order to justify deployment.
The reduction in hardware losses when comparing on offpremises system to aset-top addressable system is afunction
of two elements:
1) The cost of in-home electronics is substantially reduced by
the difference in cost between a"plain vanilla" converter and

In other words, with areasonable deposit on in-home electronics, the exposure to theft of equipment with off-premises
equipment can be afraction of the exposure with an addressable converter system.
Assuming a15% hardware loss for theft-of-service, the following calculations can be made for the "average" urban system, taking into account an additional converter needed for
additional outlets and no converter needed for aTGT system
with acable-ready set.
HP
PEN
LOSSES
DEP
% ADD
% Cable-ready =

220 homes/mile
60% of HP
15% of equipment annually
$25 deposit on converters
20% additional outlets
30% cable-ready sets

Hardware loss, set-top addressable:
#Converters lost per mile = (HP)x(PEN/100)x (LOSSES/100)
x(1 +ADD/100)
= (220)x(0.6)x(0.15)x(1.2)
= 23.76 lost converters/mile/year
$lost/mile

= $23.76x($90-$25)
= $1,544.40 per mile per year

Or, on asubscriber basis.
100.00
10.00
15.00
20.00
30.00

PLAIN CONVERTER INFORMATION
Converter Price,
40.00
10.00
Inventory, %
15.00
Failure Rate, %/yr.
11.00
Repair Cost, $
30.00
Customer Deposit,
TIER GUARD INFORMATION
TGT Price, S
590.00
TGT-8
550.00
TGT-6
510.00
TGT-4
40.00
TGT-0
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= 5.5 new subs/mile
= $1,650 per mile
= $12.50 per existing sub per year

Plain vanilla = $40-$25 = $15
Addressable = $90-$25 = $65

Figure 3
Tier Guard cost comparison
versus addressable set-top
urban system

TGT Inventory, %
Failure Rate, %/year
Repair Cost, $

(NEW)
(NEW $)
$/Sub

an addressable converter ($40 versus $100).
2) Converter deposits represent amuch larger proportion of
total exposed cost. For example, with a$25 deposit, the exposure to aconverter theft would be as follows:

220 homes/mile
50% of HP
10% of HP
100% of illegals
25% of those caught
$25/month

ADDRESSABLE SET TOP
INFORMATION
Addressable Price, $
Inventory, %
Failure Rate, %/yr.
Repair Cost,
Customer Deposit, $

In this case:

5.00
3.00
30.00

$lost/sub/year = $11.70/sub/year
Hardware loss, TGT:
$Converters lost/mile

= (HP)x(PEN/100)x (Losses/100)
x(1 +ADD/100)x(1-cable loss/100)
= 16.63 lost plain converters/mile/year

$lost/mile/year

= 16.63x($40-$25)
= $249.48
$lost/sub = $1.89/sub/year
Hardware loss savings:
This represents on operational savings of $11.70-$1.89 =
$9.81 per sub per year!

Churn analysis
Many systems have unusually high churn because of the
nature of the community. Classic examples include resort
Communications Engineering &Design
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The Comsert 1000 can locate any
spot on any tape on any VCR! Our
video detectors and tally circuits will
accurately verify that the spot has been
played!
The Comsert 1000 also features:
•Random Access---The system can
assign any VCR or groupeof VCR's to
any single program or multiple program sources. •User defined preroll
time for each program source. •Insert
commercials on more than 10 program
sources, that is: USA. ESPN, CNN,
MTV. etc. •Ability to control more
than 50 VCR machines. •Commercials can be inserted into the schedule,
up to 15 minutes before air time.
•Complete VCR status, that is, cued,
running, played. etc. •Future programming well beyond aone year period.
• 10. 15, 30. 60. 90 second spots, or
any other lengths, can be programmed
to run on an individual basis or linked

di-tech

together on multiple machines. You
are not limited to 1or 2minute blocks
of time. •V.I. switching. •System
capacity is over 10.000 commercials
per week. •System can be supplied
with optional time base correctors and
audio compression units. •Multi-user
capability. Up to 3terminals can be
added to the systerh. • Simple to use
editing system with continuous prompting for inserting the required codes for
each spot. •Complete open avail listings for each program source. •Variable window for cue tones. •Stereo
Audio.
Call, write or telex for more information on the Comsert 1000. or request
our free catalog today. Whether it be
for radio, television, mobile vans or
production studios. explore Di-Tech's
high quality, reliable, easy-to-operate
answer, to your present and future
needs!
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communities, university communities and the like. The offpremises Tier Guard approach has been, so far, universally
advantageous in each of these types of communities analyzed
to date.
Several transactions need to be identified in analyzing what
this article defines as churn. These are:
1) Disconnects
2) New Connects
3) Reconnects
4) Upconverts—to add apay channel
5) Downconverts—to delete apay channel
When comparing the TGT system to addressable set-top
systems, the primary benefits of the TGT system are obtained
by eliminating truck rolls for disconnects. When considering
the TGT system instead of atrapped system in high churn environments, the reduction in upconverts and downconverts
along with disconnects must be determined.
One of the key system operational strategies that should be
employed in reducing the costs of churn with the TGT system
is elimination of the need to make aservice call to collect the
converter. Since homes with cable-ready sets require no converter (the penetration of cable-ready sets will increase continuously in the future), this type of subscriber naturally does
not require atruck roll. Since a "plain vanilla" converter is
used in homes without cable-ready sets, it is assumed that a
modest deposit will provide adequate incentive for an effective converter return policy.
Neither upconverts nor downconverts of pay channels require truck rolls with either aTGT or an addressable set-top
system. Also, quite naturally, anew connect requires atruck
roll with both systems. The key to acomparison in the opera-

Figure 4
Initial system installation considerations
TGT SYSTEM COSTS
Poles per TGT (design spec)
Avg. Subs per TGT Pole
Total Active TGTs used

3.00
7.23
18.20

TGT Tap Utilization
TGT-8
TGT-6
TGT-4
TGT-0
TGT Cost per Mile
Cost per Sub

9.80
4.20
4.20
9.93

These figures were derived
from TGT tap utilization
programs. Avg. subs/pole
assumes min design goal of
50% HP.
TGT-0.... Amount used to
allowed potential TGT outlets
to achieve 100% HP.

AM. Outlets, Cabl Rdy, Invtr

Number, Plain Converters
106.92
Total converter Cost, S
4,276.80
Cost per Sub
42.24
Total Cost, $TGT +Cony. 14,907.80
Cost per Sub
147.24
7.00
13.95

140.29

GRAND TOTAL
TGT SYSTEM

ADDRESSABLE CONVERTER SYSTEM COSTS
% Subscribers Addressable
% Subs with Plain Basic

100.00
0.00

Number of
Addressable Units
Plain Units

133.65
0.00

ADDR. Cost
Plain Cost
Total
Per Sub

Addl. Outl, Inventory
=above with cable ready

13,365.00
0.00
13,365.00
132.00

INITIAL SYSTEM COST DIFFERENTIAL = $8.29
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Homes Passed per mile
Penetration, %
Illegal connections, % of HP
Illegals caught, % of ILL
Illegals converted, % of ILL
Average takeout/sub/month, $

GRAND TOTAL
ADDRESSABLE

HP
PEN
ILL
CAUGHT
CONV
TAKEOUT

Disconnect Costs
Since the disconnected subscriber generally is not acoop erative one, it is assumed that an average of 1.9 truck rolls/disconnect are required to retrieve the set-top addressable box,
while no truck roll is assumed for the TGT system.
The following is an example of atypical urban system:
=
=
=
=

HP
PEN
DISC
ROLL

220 homes/mile
60% of HP
20% of subscribers
$25

The calculation for the churn benefit on aper-subscriber ba sis of the TGT system is as follows:
Churn Benefit = [(HPxPEN/100)x(DISC/100x1.9)x(ROLL)1
(HPxPEN/100)
= (DISC/100)x1.9x(ROLL)
The first conclusion is that this churn benefit on a persubscriber basis is independent of houses passed and penetration. The value of this benefit in this example (20% disconnect rate) is:
Churn Benefit = (0.2)x1.9x$25 = $9.50/sub/year
Systems that experience a high churn rate (100%) with the
above truck roll cost will experience the following operational
benefit with TGT versus an addressable set-top system:
Churn Benefit = (1.0)x1.9x25
= $47.50/sub/year
Reduct i
on

10,631 00
105.00

Plus Added Drop Cost, $
Minus Distribution Plant, $

tional costs of these two types of systems relies on comparing
disconnect and reconnect losses.
The data required to calculate the operational benefits in
this case are:
Equation
Variable
Parameter

i
n

repa i
r/
ma i
nt
enance cos t
s

The effect of the ideal TGT system on repair and maintenance costs is dramatic. The number of active electronics in a
TGT system with no subscriber equipment is less than 20% of
the electronics needed to deploy a set-top addressable system. Assuming that the cost to repair and maintain TGT hardware is 50% more than that for set-top addressable converters, the net result is still 30% of aset-top system or a70% savings in maintenance and repair costs. An example of the
scenario follows:

Parameter

Equation
Variable

Addressable set-top failure rate, %
Addressable set-top repair cost, $
Truck roll cost, $
TGT failure rate, %
TGT repair cost, $
Additional outlets, %

ADDFAIL
ADD$REP
ROLL
TGTFAIL
TGT$REP
ADD

Repair benefit value calculation:
Addressable set-top repair $ =
(HPxPEN/100)(1 +ADD/100)(ADDFA1U100)(ADD$REP +ROLL)/
(HPxPEN/100)
Communications Engineering & Design

Your next trencher.
If it isn't aCase,
here's what you'll be missing.
Total control.
Case offers you standard dual hydrostatic
drive — one to power attachments, one for
ground drive. Power metering for both functions
is direct and extremely precise. Each
system is independent of the
other, so you can vary
ground speed to accommodate soil conditions
without disturbing your
plow or chainline
speed—or vice
versa.
Hydraulically
articulated steering
lets you maneuver
easily, too.

The other half of the warranty.
Most manufacturers back their trenchers with
aninety-day warranty on parts only But the
warranty on Case trenchers covers both parts
and labor for six months. Your Case dealer also
offers one-stop service.

Isolated plow vibration.
Our unique eight-point
\suspension and hinged
drop chute with removable gate isolate vibra'./
tion from the machine
and cable. Service
loops can be restrung
without cutting or splicing. And only Case offers
afront trencher, rear
plow combination.

Underground versatility
Your Case trencher is more than just atrencher with our backhoe, Hydra-borer® or cable
layer attachments. Case versatility also lets you
mount most of these primary tools front or back.
Maneuverability. Warranty. Faster restringing.
Attachments. Four Case advantages.
See your Case dealer today and get the
trenching edge that comes with aCase.
JICase

A Tenneco Company

700 State Street Racine, WI 53404 U.S.A.

Building On Quality'
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SIGNIFICANT DEVLOPMENT
IN CAN

WINDOW.
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THE ULTIMATE FIELD STRENGTH METER
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INDESTRUCTIBLE. FROM...

ComSoNici, INCH
Harrisonburg, VA

Call Toll Free 800-336-9681
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Again, the penetration drops out on aper-subscriber calculation, leaving:

Figure 5
Tier Guard operational benefits

Addressable set-top repair $ =
(1 +ADD/100)(ADDFA1L/100)(ADD$REP + ROLL)

HARDWARE THEFT
% Converters Lost, Stolen

Example:
ADD
= 20% of subscribers with additional outlets
ADDFAIL
= 10% failure per year
ADD$REP
= $20
ROLL
= $25
Addressable set-top repair $ = $5.40/sub/year

15.00

ADDR
Addressable Converters, $ 1,403.33
Plain Converters, $
0.00
Total
Per Sub
TGT advantage

TGT
0.00
160.38

1,403.33
13.86

160.38
1.58

The TGT system repair costs are as follows assuming 80%
efficiency of TGT outlets and average use of TGT-6s in the system design:

12.28

SERVICE THEFT
% Illegal Connections
% Caught
% Converted to Paying Subs

TGT FAIL
TGT $REP

10.00
100.00
25.00

Annual Revenue Increase, $1,687.50
Per Sub

TGT Repair $ = (TGTFAIL/100) (TGT$REP + ROLL)
(0.8x6)
= $1.15/sub/year

16.67

CHURN ANALYSIS, TRUCK ROLLS ONLY
Transactions
Reconnects, %
Disconnects, %
New Connects, %
Upconvert, %
Downconvert, %
Truck Rolls
Reconnect
Disconnect
New Connect
Upconvert
Downconvert
Total Truck Rolls

7.50
10.00
2.50
10.00
10.00
ADDR
16.88
42.75
5.63
0.00
0.00
65.25

Cost of Rolls, $
TGT ADVANTAGE
Per Sub

1,613.25

Annual Percent of
Homes Passed

TGT
13.50
0.00
5.63
0.00
0.00
19.13

Add r. = 1, TGT =0.8
No roll for plain con.
Deposit covers loss

The following figures represent acomputer program printout of aTier Guard versus addressable set-top cost comparison for an urban system. Figure 3 lists the various assumptions. Figure 4 indicates initial system design considerations.
In this section, the total effect on the distribution plant is
added as one line. This includes reduction in strand footage,
line extenders, taps, connectors and increased power supply
costs. Cost of longer drops is included as aseparate item.
This particular situation indicates aslightly higher installation cost with avery quick payback favoring the off-premises
approach.

478.13
1,153.13

REPAIR ANALYSIS
ADDR
0.00
902.14
0.00
902.14
8.91

TGT
577.37
0.00
30.03
607.40
6.00
2.91

ADDED POWER COST/SUB

Summary and conclusions

2.26

Off-premises systems such as the Tier Guard Tap can be
effectively deployed in avariety of systems. Installation costs
will vary depending upon projected penetration ancrsubscriber count. Design techniques somewhat different from traditional tapped-feeder concepts need to be employed for costeffective deployment of the shared electronics.
Installation costs are comparable to addressable set-top systems. Operational benefits result in very short paybacks on
investment compared to addressable set-top systems. Benefits vary from system to system and athorough analysis is justified in any system design opportunity, whether urban, suburban or rural, new build, rebuilt or upgrade. CEO

TIER GUARD OPERATIONAL BENEFITS/YEAR TOTAL $ 38.07

Figure 6
Financial summary
Tier Guard versus addressable set-top
Costs per Subscriber

Initial Costs, $
Cost Difference
Annual Savings, $

ADDR
132.00

Payback, TGT versus Addressable Set-top, Months

TGT COST ADVANTAGE

TGT
140.29
82')

0.00

first year
after five years

Communications Engineering & Design

This represents asubstantial operational savings per subscriber each year. However, this also represents aboundary value
condition in the future when most sets are
cable-ready. At this point in time, assuming 20% or so existing
penetration of cable-ready sets, the repair costs tend to be
equal in both systems because of the need to maintain and
repair the "plain vanilla" convertors used in the TGT system.
Depending upon specific system parameters, the TGT advantage is approximately $1/sub/year with a projected increase
towards $4.05/sub/year as cable-ready sets increase in number.

Example summary analysis
11.39

Cost of Repair
Plain
Addressable
TGTs
Total
Per Sub
TGT ADVANTAGE

= 10%
= $30

38.07

2.61

29.78
182.07
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Flash addressing with
the ORION-NET system
By Frank Pennypacker,
Director, Systems Engineering,
Satellite Systems Division,
Oak Communications Inc.

O

ver the last several years, CATV
systems have been linked to a
large multi-source satellite
network which has been developed to
deliver premium programs. Cable
systems have become, in away, the
earth segment of this delivery system.
Premium programs are very desirable
and not available from standard
broadcasts. Some people have
purchased their own television receiveonly (TVRO) earth stations to receive
these programs. The number of these
TVROs has grown to over 1million, and
their owners have become non-paying
members of the network.
Recently, the National Community
Television Association requested
proposals for asystem that would allow
controlled sales to the home TVROs
from the same network that delivers
signals to CATV systems. This article
describes the architecture of the
ORION-NET system proposed by Oak.
The advances described here also are
applicable to CAN systems.
ORION-NET is based on the Oak

Performance and features of the ORION-NET System:
• Architecture for multiple programmers and multiple centers for home TVRO control.
• Video scrambling by sync elimination and random inversions.
• Stereo audio transmission by Dolby adaptive delta modulation in HBI.
• Hard security through digital encryption.
• Addressability in band VBI. 268 million addresses. One-half million per minute Flash
Rate. Fifty-six tiers.
• Robust signalling in presence of noise. Tolerant of receiver characteristics. Error
corrected.
• Transparency: Modified NTSC video is compatible with satellite, CATV and SMATV
transmission.
• Software: Control, business and manufacturing software available.
• Availability: ORION system is in production now. System deliverable six to eight
months ARO.
• Low cost.
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ORION system, used successfully by
Cancom (Canadian Satellite
Communications) and others since
1982. The system scrambles video by
sync denial and random video
inversions. Audio is digitized and hardencrypted. The system uses Dolby
adaptive delta modulation stereo
instead of pulse code modulation
audio. The Dolby system has much
better noise tolerance than PCM; this
tolerance is further improved by error
correction.
The ORION system was designed
from the start for maximum flexibility.
The Cancom system, as shown in the
figure below, requires simultaneous
operation from several remotely
located uplinks under the control of
one computer. The control computer is
directly connected to one of the
encoders, referred to as "the master."
The other encoders, referred to as
"repeaters," receive the data from the
master over the satellite. The
advantages of the system are that only
one computer is needed and, more
importantly, the system is tied together
—a decoder gets the same authorize
information regardless of which signal
it is receiving. The Cancom system has
five uplinks with eight channels.
The master-repeater technique has
been taken one step further. The
ORION-NET system allows
coordination of all programmers
serving CAN systems to also serve and
control TVROs. A single home TVRO
control computer generates authorize
messages which are sent to one
programmer's uplink. The other
programmers' encoders get the data
over the satellite. At the same time,
each programmer will control his own
service to affiliated CAN systems.
The dual nature of the system is
achieved by using different VBI lines to
communicate with the appropriate
decoders. Lines 2and 4communicate
to decoders used in CAN headends.
Lines 1, 3, 5and 7communicate with
home decoders.
Communications Engineering & Design

DYNAMIC DUO

THE DRAKE PROFESSIONALS
Thousands of CATV, SMATV,
and broadcast operators
everywhere have placed
their trust in DRAKE's
professional equipment —
and for good reason. Our
name has been synonymous
with excellence and reliability
in the communications field
for many, many years.
And this proud tradition
continues with our
professional VM2410
Modulator and ESR2240
Earth Station Receiver.
Operated together or
separately, the VM2410 and
ESR2240 are an unbeatable
choice for solid dependability
and performance.

The DRAKE VM2410
Modulator
With the Drake VM2410 a
single modulator provides 60
channel frequency agility. A
simple push of a button will
set the VM2410 output to any
VHF Broadcast, Mid-Band,
Super-Band and Ultra-Band
channel up to 400 MHz.The
VM2410 also features video
low pass and IF SAW filtering
for reliable operation in the
most crowded systems. A full
57 dBmV output ensures
maximum performance.

The DRAKE ESR2240
Earth Station Receiver
A true step ahead in design
technology. Some of the
ESR2240's outstanding
features include fully
synthesized transponder and
subcarrier selection, block
down conversion with our
BDC-24 Block Converter or
LNB, IF loop-through for
easy multiple receiver
installation, SAW filtering for
maximum interference
rejection and adjacent
channel performance, full
signal metering on front
panel — and much more.

When the bottom line is reliability, long-term service,
and simple peace of mind — demand a DRAKE!
Call or write us today for more
information.

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY

tzs>=>

DRAKE

540 Richard St., Miamisburg, Ohio 45342. USA
Phone: (513) 866-2421 •Telex: 288-017
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©COPYRIGHT 1985 R.L. DRAKE COMPANY.
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The flexibility of the ORION-NET
system can be used to expand the dual
system into athree-way system. The
same signals can be carried through a
CATV system without decoding and reencoding. (See related article, CED,
November 1985, pp. 16-26.)
Extremely large systems have a
problem with pay-per-view programs. It
is achallenge to get very large numbers
of decoders authorized in avery short
time. Unfortunately, it is human nature
to do things at the last minute. A large
number of subscribers (with asystem
of 5million subscribers, 1% is alarge
number) will decide that they want the
program just as it starts. If there is no
way to turn them on, they will not get
the program and the system operator
will lose revenue.
There are several ways of handling
the last minute problem, no one of
them ideal. In the "cash box" method,
the decoder microprocessor has apart
of its memory assigned to keeping track
of the subscriber's credit. Either the
subscriber pays some money in
advance or the system operator
advances some credit. In either case,
the subscriber starts out with credit.
The subscriber views programs as he
wants them without any contact with
the system operator. At the end of the
month, the decoder will display the
amount of money that the subscriber
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owes and averification number. The
subscriber is supposed to write down
the verification number and send it
with his check. The payment is received
at the office, and the payment
information is downloaded to the
decoder over the air restoring the
subscriber's balance.
There are problems with this: It relies
on the subscriber to find out what his
bill should be, which may not work
because some subscribers are inept
and some are uncooperative. In
addition to this, children can run up big
bills in the absence of their parents, the
complications can alienate subscribers
and security can be compromised
without the system operator being
aware of it.
Another option is to take telephone
calls. This has the advantage of getting
the information to the system operator
immediately. In the past, there have
been problems with telephone line
saturation and the number of operators
required to take large numbers of calls.
These problems are solved by
automatic telephone equipment that
records calls and relays the phone
numbers of the callers to the system
computer.
Other systems have an additional
problem: They are not capable of
addressing more than afew thousand
decoders per minute; the systems can

be saturated by alarge number of last
minute orders. With these systems, the
"cash box" is the only approach that
will work. The ORION-NET system also
has aproprietary ultra-high-speed
addressing method called "Flash
Addressing." By eliminating most of
the redundancy associated with older
methods, ORION-NET can address
almost half amillion decoders per
minute.
Both of these methods can be
supplemented by asking subscribers to
order ahead of time. This can be
encouraged by offering adiscount for
early orders.
Satellite systems have aproblem that
CATV systems do not. The TVRO may
be used to receive signals that are not
part of the system. It should be
expected that alarge number of
subscribers will tune in at the last
minute. If the system is not capable of
addressing several million decoders in
afew minutes, there will be alot of
unhappy subscribers. Again, the
ORION-NET "Flash Addressing" will
prevent this from happening.
The best immediate solution is to
choose aflexible system that is capable
of pay-per-view using all of the above
methods. Building apay-per-view
system involves many unknowns, and
flexibility in all areas is of prime
importance. co,
Communications Engineering & Design
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MULTI-BEAM FEEDS
• Maximize your programming capability, by
receiving Galaxy I, Satcom Ill R, Comstar D-4,
Westar 5 and Spacenet with the use of one dish.
• Add to system revenues, through tier expansion.
• Eliminate additional land acquisition and the
installation costs of multiple dishes, while increasing
your earth station investment.
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The Rainbow Multi-Beam Feed allows you up to
5 prime focus feeds, depending on the size of
your antenna.
For a complete list of antennas that can be retrofitted
call or write:

o
o

o
o

RAINBOW
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
Distributed by

Attn: Brian Wilkes
734 N. 3rd St. •Suite 417
P.O. Box 395 Leesburg, FL 32748
(904) 326-8030
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7Michael Ave.
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SMATV industry takes stock
Scale of sales is big story
As the private cable (SMATV) industry
took stock of itself at its October convention, several trends stood out. The
number of players hasn't changed. According to out-going National Satellite
Cable Association President Bob Vogelsang, there still are about 400 "real"
operators.
But the quality of the players is
changing. Compared to several years
ago, the "fast-buck artists" are gone.
The players at the top of the heap are
showing increasing professionalism
and sophistication.
And it isn't looking much like a
"mom-and-pop" business anymore. A
smaller number of MSOs is emerging.
Ownership is concentrating. Subscriber counts for successful companies
are rising. And the dollar volume of
transactions is up.
NSCA officials say the 400 or so private cable operators now have 1,750,000
passings representing 300,000 to
400,000 subscribers. Vogelsang says
250,000 passings were added last year.
And the industry represents about $700
million in investments, he adds.
And while skirmishes with CATV in
the legislative and legal arenas took
much effort in 1985, the big story for
the year isn't political. It's the number
and size of private cable transactions.
"At least seven private cable sales
this year were in the multi-million-dollar range, representing about $30 million in acquisition activity," says the
NSCA's Gary Davidson. Per-subscriber
prices of $300 to $1,000 were paid.
Several strategies seem common to
the emerging industry leaders. In some
cases, single operators have gained
dominance in a single geographical
area. Prerequisites seem to have been a
large local subscriber base; operator
awareness of, and rapid adjustment to,
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subscriber demographics; and astrong
relationship with real estate developers.
In other cases, a relationship with a
major developer has been the key, allowing single negotiation for up to
30,000 passings.
NSCA leaders uniformly predicted
further marketplace consolidation, with
a dominant operator in each city or
geographic area.
There's also general agreement that
"small players with less than 20,000 to
25,000 passings won't make it," says
Vogelsang. Other leading players
agree.
Paula Herzmark, president of I1H
Cable Ventures, looks at 100,000 subscriber markets as a rule. "At 50,000
passes you start to crank out cash and
generate real economies of scale."
Herzmark expected to reach the 50,000
mark for her Houston systems in October.
And she's aiming for 500,000 passings
in five years. Jim Theroux of Clevelandbased Metropolitan Satellite, on the
other hand, thinks he'll top out at about
30,000 passings in that city. Both Herzmark and Theroux agree, however, that
the key is clustering of systems in asingle city.
By way of contrast, Bob Swander,
president of ODC Communications in
Bethesda, Md., operates in 26 states.
Generally speaking, he doesn't like to
work with apartment complexes below
the 300-unit size and usually works with
national real estate developers. By the
end of the year, Swander expects to
have about 100,000 passings.
As might be expected, each operator
has adifferent way of approaching system operations. Theroux, who used to
work for Warner-Amex, has one of the
more interesting systems. He's got
about 40 Cleveland buildings wired,
representing about 25,000 passings.
Each system normally carries about
three premium channels and 10 basics.
He's also gotten an MMDS license
and has activated about eight channels.
Once he gets up to about 12 channels,
he can take down the earth stations at
each site and feed them by microwave.
So with the advent of scrambling, he'll
have descramblers, of course.
But he won't need a separate de-

scrambler at each of the 40 buildings
for each protected signal. What he will
have is an interesting interconnect.
He's also experimenting with
converter-less operations. The next
6,000 units he wires will use the UHF
band on consumer TVs.
Theroux also claims the ability to underprice CAN in Cleveland by about
20 percent. "It costs me about $15 to do
an install, so I'm basically indifferent to
churn," he says.
He also says he has 50 percent operating margins. All of which has induced
some interest. "I'll soon announce that
atop-ten CAN MS0 is buying a10 percent interest in the company with afull
buy-out in five years."
Theroux, unlike many SMATV ops,
has part-time company representatives
living at each of the sites. Swander has
to handle things differently, since he's
got far-flung operations tied together
by a VAX mainframe. He says billing
and administrative reporting aren't difficult.
But directing actual system operations is, especially turn-ons and disconnects. So he's got regional construction
and service personnel under contract.
Having so many operations in so
many states is a bit unusual for an
SMATV operator, and it's definitely intricate. And because his subscribers are
scattered so widely, Swander is more
inclined to view addressability favorably. Right now he uses addressable taps
and some remote addressables (his
clear preference in the long run).
Generally speaking, he sticks to 12channel systems, varying the programming line-up depending on system demographics. He also has hooked up
several of his systems through cable interconnects on adjacent properties.
Herzmark, by way of contrast, has no
plans to go addressable in any of the 95
systems she's recently acquired in
Houston and Dallas. What she is facing
is amassive cleanup effort.
And like other leading MS0s, marketing is the biggest challenge she
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faces. "I've got lots of angry property
owners to deal with and need to get a
major remarket. going."
Paula's very careful about her market
research, and she picked Dallas and
Houston for several reasons. Both have
huge MDU markets. And both cities
have seen acrimonious relations with
the local CATV operator.
Herzmark also has to do something
about the 40 different programming
line-ups she's looking at now. The goal:
pare the 40 to 20. And while she has no
plans to interconnect systems at present, one of her new systems is addressable so she'll experiment with
pay-per-view there.

There's no question she'll have to
consolidate personnel and service policies, but the big task still is getting penetration up. "It's been incredibly low,"
she says.
Interestingly enough, regulatory and
legal issues don't seem to worry Herzmark, Swander or Theroux very much,
despite the attention legal issues like
mandatory access seemed to get at the
private cable convention. "The real
question is making money, generating
economies of scale and marketing,"
Theroux says.
"The legal issues will work themselves out," Swander adds. And Herzmark always has had amicable relation-
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ships with the CAN operators in her
areas. When she ran Solar Satellite
Communications, a dominant Denverbased private cable company, she had
interconnects with United.
She's pursuing aCAN business tie in
Texas as well. And her business philosophy remains the same. "Ultimately,
my job is to make money, not beat up
on CAW. Ibelieve in getting along."
Which isn't to say the NSCA necessarily takes the same view. Jack Cory of
the Florida Private Cable Association
took the rostrum and declared that
"mandatory access is the major issue to
face us in the years ahead."
Mandatory access refers to municipal
or state laws requiring that MDU owners allow CAN companies access to
their buildings for subscriber wiring
and service. Right now, 11 states have
such statutes on the books.
Among them: Florida and Maryland
(although, in these two states only condominiums are affected), Illinois, Kansas, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New
Jersey, New Mexico, New York and Virginia.
NSCA members were warned to expect alegislative push by the NCTA in
early 1986. "They want to introduce
mandatory access legislation in as many
state legislatures as possible," said
NSCA attorney Mark Tauber. So NSCA
members were urged to organize at the
state level. More important, they were
urged to work with real estate and developer interests.
Said Cory, "If the issue becomes
CAN versus private cable, you're dead.
You have to raise the issue of property
rights."
Added NSCA spokesman Jim McNaughton, "Developers can raise issues you can't, like the 'right of sale.'
Mandatory access is telling the developer what he can and can't do with his
property."
Glenn Jones, who is both aCATV and
SMATV operator, argued for a"live and
let live" policy. "The customer is key.
CAN has to understand that some customers in the franchise area will never
take service. And SMATV has to understand that CAN will go for every customer it can get."
The solution? "SMATV operators
need to talk to CAN. There can be
areas of cooperation. Perhaps certain
systems can be sold. And private cable
ops should try to build systems that are
potentially compatible with the CATV
operator," Jones said.
Media General, among others, has
set up its own SMATV subsidiary. As a
result, it is the dominant player in that
area in both CAN and SMATV.
Whether Jones' call for cooperation
fell on deaf ears or not, it seems clear
that private cable won't blow away.
—Gary Kim
Communications Engineering & Design

Cherry picking for profit
It may seem unusual to
think of cable operators
as SMATV operators,
but for an enterprising
cable operator, it can
be advantageous and
very profitable.

By Gary Solomon,
Technical Sales Manager,
Nexus Engineering Corp.

Low-cost headends and satellite
programming have created new
opportunities for cable operators to
increase revenue and improve their
competitive position. A major factor
affecting cable's future is competition
from other methods of delivering
television services to hotels, motels,
apartment complexes, hospitals,
institutions and unwired areas. By
installing more headends and offering
special services to these customers,
cable companies can add new
subscribers and avoid losing
established customers.
A large number of hotels, motels,
office buildings and institutions don't
want the full package offered by acable
company, especially if cable-ready
televisions or descramblers are not
already available at each viewer
location. In addition, they often have
special interests in specific satellite-fed
programming not carried on cable.
Cable competitors are approaching
these potential customers offering their
services using arguments like:
"Wouldn't you like to be able to offer
your viewers these specialty
programs?" or "Why should you pay
for all that programming if you don't
want it all?" or "Why pay for service
that doesn't give you exactly what you
want?" or "Why should you have to
buy set-top converters or cable-ready
televisions?"
Only afew-forward thinking, marketdriven cable companies are now
actively competing in these markets.
Direct benefits for the successful cable
company include preventing
competition, keeping satisfied bulk
accounts, attracting new customers and
increasing profits.

Restricted access
Restricted access systems are also
referred to as cherry picking, bundling
or bulk specialty services. They
basically give abulk paying customer
the choice of receiving (and only paying
for) the specific programming they
desire. The customer and the cable
operator negotiate on the selection of
programming, the price of the service
and the terms of payment. For example,
Communications Engineering & Design

if the cable system carries 35 channels
of programming, the agreement might
call for only nine basic channels and
three descrambled pay channels. These
channels would be configured to
occupy the twelve low- and highband
channels. The signals would be
descrambled as necessary, converted
to the appropriate channels, combined
and injected into the local distribution
system.

Restricted access plus
A restricted access plus system is a
restricted access system with one
important addition. In this type of
system, the customer also wants some
programming not carried on the cable
system. For example, the cable system
might not carry, and not want to carry,
the specific satellite-delivered
narrowcast or specialty programming
the customer wants. In this case, the
cable company (after receiving the
viewing rights if necessary) also installs
the appropriate satellite antenna,
receivers and modulators at the
customer's location and then combines
this programming with the processed
cable channels.

Sub-headends
Several different system designs and
headend components can be used to
provide restricted access programming.
The CATV headend scrambling system
determines the most convenient
method to decode and rechannelize
the cable programming selected by the
customer. Each channel to be
descrambled will require one decoder
at each sub-headend.
The most desirable technical solution
to providing bulk delivery of scrambed
signals is to use descramblers that
provide baseband video and audio
outputs. If the descrambler does not
provide baseband outputs but does
internally demodulate, atechnician can
open the descrambler and solder
connectors on the video and audio
lines. The video and audio signals are
used as inputs to commercial-quality
adjacent channel modulators. The
modulator outputs then are combined
for local redistribution as shown in the
figure below.
Many cable companies also are using
this method to process the
December 1985177

Block diagram of atypical 12-channel restricted access headend
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SYSTEM
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VM-5 CH. 11
V1A-5 CH. 12
VU-5 CH. 13

unscrambled cable signals because it is
so economical. The set-top
descramblers are very inexpensive and
function well as demodulators. Good
quality adjacent channel commercial
modulators, for example, are now
surprisingly affordable. This
combination provides an agile input,
adjacent channel output, demodremod processor.
If the descrambler does not
demodulate to baseband internally, the
channel 3output of the decoder must
be converted to the desired output
channel using aheterodyne processor.
Using RF output descramblers and
processors is not as desirable as using
baseband output devices and
modulators for two reasons:
• The RF output frequency of the
decoders may drift causing
interference with adjacent channels.
Drift problems cannot be corrected by
the processors. This is the most
important reason it is recommended to
open the descrambler, locate the video
and audio lines and then feed them
into amodulator.
• Processors suitable for subheadends cost much more than
adjacent channel modulators and
descramblers.
A possible problem to be aware of
with consumer descramblers is that
some synthesized units change
channels every time the system loses
AC power. If the converters do not have
nonvolatile memories, astandby
battery for the logic circuits should be
added.
Not all restricted access systems
require descramblers. If pay channels
have not been selected, then the
restricted access headend could use
either consumer descramblers (or
78/December 1985

demodulators) with modulators or
heterodyne processors to selected
desired channels. For example, the
customer may want to choose atotal of
12 basic channels from the low- mid-,
high-, super- and hyperbands. These 12
channels then can be converted to the
low- and highbands for reception
without cable-ready televisions or settop converters.
Even if channel conversion is not
required, bandpass filters or onchannel processors cannot be used in
this type of application because they do
not provide sufficient selectivity for
processing off fully loaded cable
systems. To be able to use adjacent
channels in the system, spurious
output signals from adjacent and other
channels must be attenuated by at least
55 dB. This degree of filtering can be
done effectively only at IF frequencies,
usually using SAW filters, which is why
more expensive heterodyne processors
are required.

Sub-headend equipment
The sub-headend equipment should
have excellent performance and
reliability but does not need many of
the features found on cable headend
equipment. For example, standby
carrier, substitution switching, "IF"
loops, metering, test points and other
similar, costly features are not
necessary.
Restricted access channel processors
need very good adjacent channel and
image rejection performance to
prevent interference because of the
large number of adjacent channels on
the cable system. The other important
processor specifications include cost,
reliability, power consumption and
AGC.

Features that all restricted access
headend components should have are:
Low Cost—A complete headend
system can be very inexpensive. Typical
small volume purchase costs for the
restricted access headend shown in the
figure are:
12 Addressable Converters
• $ 70 each = $ 840
12 Modulators
@ $315 each = $3750
Miscellaneous Equipment
$ 800
Total
$5390
Stability—The modulators must be
crystal controlled to guarantee long
term frequency stability.
Good Spurious Specifications—To
prevent interference to other channels,
the modulators must have aspurious
output specification of at least 55 dB.
Small Size—Some cable headends
can fill aroom. Acompact headend,
however, will fit into asmall storage
area or closet.
Flexibility—The cable company has a
reputation to uphold; the customer is
expecting quality and service.
Therefore, any products used in the
sub-headends should have aproven,
very low failure rate.
Low Operating Temperature—Some
modulators operate at greatly reduced
operating temperatures. This
significantly increases reliability and
reduces component aging.
Power Consumption—Headend
components that use more power can
cost much more to operate. The cost to
operate ahigh power consumption
headend can actually exceed the
purchase price of the system. The cost
to power 12 modulators over a10 year
period can range from under $200 for
low power modulators to over $12,000
for high power, frequency agile
Communications Engineering & Design

Hard-to-find lockable cabinets
are easy to get here.
Even in quantity.
Just call 800-523-5947*
We have a good selection in stock.
Today, more than ever, it makes

sense to protect your cable TV system
—especially pay TV—from theft and
illegal hook-ups. But, often, agood
cabinet is hard to find.
Not so here. Toner has the cabinet that
will give you just the protection you
need, wherever your multiple-dwelling
equipment is installed—in apartments,
condominiums, cluster housing.
Available in quantity and variety, from
stock. For outdoors. For indoors. In
standard sizes ranging from 8" x 6" x 4"
to 24" x18" x6". All with provision for
padlocks. Or supplied with keyed-alike
vending machine locks with a
non-reproducible key.
And, for your tough, theft-prone
locations, we recommend our
SUPER-SECURE' cabinets. They have
flush doors that can't be pried open,
fitted with two vending machine locks
with non-reproducible keys.

Toner standard SP-15-V
cabinet with vending machine lock.

Here's one of our best sellers: The
SP-15-V-15" x12" x 6" shown with
vending machine lock.
Has aYe plywood backboard, as all
Toner cabinets do.
Standard finish is satin gray enamel.
So, whenever you think cabinets for
CATV, or any kind of pay TV—think of
Toner. And call toll-free.
We probably have what you need
on hand.
As always, it doesn't cost
you anything to phone and
find out. And get acatalog.
Call 800-523-5947. *In
Pennsylvania 800-492-2512.
Both toll-free.

loner
cable equipment, inc.
969 horsham road
horsham, PA 19044

Reader Service Number 50

modulators. Similar considerations
should be given to other components.
System owners should be shown the
comparative operating costs of
headend components.

SMATV
It may seem unusual to think of cable

operators as SMATV operators, but for
an enterprising cable operator, it can
be advantageous and very profitable. In
afranchised cable system, total
construction costs, or system values,
can approach $1,000 per subscriber. By
comparison, the cost to generate
similar revenue in an SMATV system
might be $200 or less per subscriber.
In areas which are not yet (or not
going to be) wired for cable, acable
operator is not going to generate any
revenue unless the cable company is
installing SMATV systems. Residential
complex owners recognize that a
private cable system adds equity value
to their property and makes the project'
easier to sell or rent. As aresult, they
often choose a-private cable system
over cable TV. Installing aprivate cable
system in these situations gives the
cable operator an equal, competitive
position.
As cable systems are being
constructed, many cable operators also
use private cable systems to their

advantage. If cable operators install
private cable systems in areas not yet
wired, they will retain these customers
after the area is fully built. It is very
difficult to approach apotential
customer for cable services if the
competition has already successfully
convinced him to purchase aprivate
cable system. Many cable operators are
forming new divisions or even separate
corporate entities to handle these new
business areas. There are several
advantages to doing this:
• A separate division can approach
customers as an alternative to
conventional cable, so the cable
company wins either way.
• Through the CATV parent company
agreements, rights to all pay TV services
are easily accessable.
• By adding more pay TV subscribers
through restricted access or SMATV
systems, the effective rates paid to the
pay programmer may be reduced.
• Equipment manufacturers have
moved from monolithic price
structures to structures based on
volume. Cable companies purchase
large product volumes, giving them a
significant price advantage.
• Cable companies have the
experience, technical ability, test
equipment and available capital to
successfully compete in these markets.
• The subsidiary also can lease or sell

MIDWEST
DISTRIBUTORS OF
CABLE TV EQUIPMENT
*JERROLD *MAGNAVOX
*BLONDER TONGUE
*DX ANTENNA •CATEL
•MICRODYNE *GILBERT
*ROHN TOWERS
*JOSLYN & KLEIN TOOLS
*BELDEN CABLE

PROMPT SHIPMENT
MIDWEST
CORPORATION

Virginia Beach, Virginia
800-643-CATV
Reader Service Number 49
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Conclusion
Restricted access and SMATV
systems represent aradical but very
profitable departure from normal cable
business. Investigating and promoting
these and other new services will
increase revenue and reduce the
effects of competition. Think where the
railroads would be today if they had
considered themselves "transportation
companies" instead of railroads and
had started operating airplanes afew
decades ago. CED
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IMPROVEMENTS?

Model 2901B

Still only

$695

complete.

DIGITAL TDR • CABLE FAULT LOCATOR
• Low Battery Indicator
•Auto Zero
• Powered Cable Warning
• Improved Resolution
• Longer Battery Life
• Lightweight (only 3 lbs.)
• Padded Carrying Case
•One Year Full Warranty

• Liquid Crystal Display
• ±- 1% Accuracy
• Feet or Meters Readout
• 11,000 Feet Readability
• Variable Sensitivity
•Compact, Rugged Packaging
• LCD Annunciators
• Pocket-Size Manual

manufactured by Riser-Bond

3430 Fujita Avenue
Torrance. California 90505-4078

ustcru ritu 402-694-5201

Clarksburg, West Virginia
800-532-CATV

TVRO systems to rural customers or act
as aregular TVRO dealer. There are
over 1million TVRO systems already
installed, and many visionary cable
companies are getting involved.
• Cable companies have excellent
contacts among developers and
builders because of their earlier work
with these customers.
• Municipal licenses (for cabling
across roads and property lines) have
usually already been obtained.
• The new division doesn't have to
compete with the CAN company in its
own area.
• The subsidiary can help overcome
any customer resistence or animosity
towards cable.
• Private cable systems are subject to
fewer government regulations.
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James W. Neese
Vice President of Engineering
United Cable Television Corporation

"In order to make intelligent business decisions in today's cable
environment, our engineers need reliable and up to date technical
information. CED is one of the best sources we have found."

CED

The Engineer's Most Valuable Tool
International Thomson Communications Inc.
600 Grant Street
Suite 600
Denver, CO 80203
(303) 860-0111

Classifieds
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES/HELP WANTED

MEDIA
GENERAL
CABLE

CHIEF TECHNICIAN

SYSTEM TECHNICIANS
AND OTHER EXPERIENCED
CABLE INDIVIDUALS_

Opening for Chief Technician in upstate
New York. Five years chief tech. experience and strong supervisory background.
Duties will include supervision of all service personnel, stock and maintenance of
plant and headend operation. Familiarity
with addressability. Excellent salary and
benefits package. Send resume and salary
history to:

GROWING CATV
SYSTEM IN SUBURBAN D.C. AREA

Of FAIRFAX

Fairfax county represents a quarter million homes in one of the wealthiest
counties in the country. Ideal opportunity for financial success and an enjoyable lifestyle near the nation's capitol. Are you ready for the challenge of a 120
channel system which has grown from 7,000 subscribers to 80,000 subscribers
in 73 wks! If so, send aresume to:
Media General Cable of Fairfax
14650 Lee Road Chantilly, Va. 22021
or call, (703) 378-3912 to schedule an interview.

BOX NUMBER
CED 1201-01

CAB LE SEARCH
ASSOCIATES

You will learn more with us in the next year than in three on your present job.
EOE

BakerScott
O.
EXECUIIVE SEARCH

Professional Search
and Placement

INSTITUTIONAL NETWORK
ENGINEER

Lead splicer or technician, experience in
trouble shooting, splicing and sweeping
of cable. Also Splicers. Ft. Lauderdale, FL
area. Long term employment.

Colony Communications is seeking an
applications engineer to work in its Institutional Network department. The following skills are desired: First Class Radio License; Associates Degree in Electronics
Technology or equivalent field training; 5
years on the job experience in such occupations as computer field maintenance,
mobile radio maintenance, or telephone
engineering (inside plant); working knowledge of digital techniques, data communications, and RF applications in the cable
TV field; ability to assume project management responsibilities; ability to integrate
with all levels of company staff. Some
travel may be required. Competitive salary
and benefits package. Interested applicants should send resume to:

Early and Sons Inc.
58 S. Kimball Street
Bradford, MA 01830
(617) 374-8033 (Dick Early)
(305) 971 -6111 (Bill Soucy)

D.V. Donohue
Colony Communications
169 Weybosset St.
Providence, RI 02901
E.O.E.

1259 Route 46

Parsippany, NJ 07054

201 263-3355

Specialists in the COMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY
CABLE TV/BROADCAST

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

DIVISION

DIVISION

POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT ALL LEVELS OF
MANAGEMENT, COAST TO COAST
Call or write In CONFIDENCE

FEE PAID

"WE DON'T TALK CABLE, WE KNOW CABLE"
PRINCIPALS DAVID ALLEN & JUDY BOUER

HELP WANTED

o

Engineering
Management
Technicians

Sales
Marketing
Construction

Call or Write
WICK KIRBY
(312) 369-2620
Telex: 720-462
P.O. Box 2347, Naperville, IL 60565

CHIEF TECHNICIAN
Needed to manage technical department
for a 700 plus mile system in central New
Jersey location. 5 years experience required. Strong supervisory and people
management skills are necessary. Send
resume to:
Storer Cable Communications Inc.
P.O. Box 790
90 Lake Drive
East Windsor, NJ 08520
(609) 443-1970

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING MADE EASY
To place your own classified ad, simply fill out this coupon and return it to:
Classified Dept., CEO Magazine, P.O. Box 5208 T.A., Denver, CO 80217. Be
sure to let us know how many times you want to run your ad.

Ad Copy

Bill to: Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Phone
Ordered by
# Insertions
Rates are Wiper column inch for line classified. $70/per column inch for
classified display.
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY/PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

ELIMItifq

THE

OF CONVEATER &
LINE EQUIPMENT

REPAIR

40eeAddressable

•SPLITTERS •SWITCHES
•TRANSFORMERS
•ADAPTERS •CONVERTERS

"e

06320

203-443-7675

HOW TO RESPOND TO A BLIND BOX
AD:
Box: CED (Box Number)
do CEO MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 5208 TA
Denver, CO 80217

Reprints are a convenient, cost
effective communications tool:
designed to give your company
high visibility in the marketplace.
They are ideal for announcing
new products and events to customers, suppliers and staff.
For more information contact
Terrie Sue Casseday, International Thomson Communications Inc., P.O. Box 5208 T.A.,
Denver, Colorado 80217 or call
(303) 860-0111.

• Fast Turnaround

Precast concrete headend and earth
station structures. Secure, fire and vandal resistant, maintenance free. Same
day occupancy. Standard 10 x 10 and
customs designs available.
Specializing in
communications industries

• Excellent Quality From Our
Specially Trained Staff

1-800-382-BRAD

Call or write for
Cable Systems Pricing
WE EXPORT WORLDWIDE

s.

BRAD
CAME alICTIMICII

NEMAL
ELECTRONICS, INC.

•

/

12240 N.E. 14th Avenue
North Miami, FL 33161
(305) 893.3924

MANUFACTURERS
Do you know that your cable television
products can be marketed nationally thru
independent manufacturers'
representatives???
For further information, call any of the independent
representatives listed below!

T.R. PITTS
507-452-2629

FOR SALE
PERMA-CAST SYSTEMS
Headend Buildings

Converter
Service

•Jerrold and Oak

Immediate Delivery!!!

•TRUNK CABLE
•DROP CABLE •AMPLIFIERS
•SATELLITE CABLE

‘IL
w NORTHEAST CABLE
ELECTRONICS, INC.

41 HUNTINGTON ST., NEW LONDON, CONN.

e
•
•
•
e/i

NEMAL STOCKS:

MEGA HERTZ SALES
303-797-7900

CWY
317-448-1611

R. ALAN COMM.
317-849-7572

dB CATV SUPPLY
201-446-3612

JERRY CONN ASSOC.
717-263-8258

MICROSAT
404-971-1021

For information call Chris Miller
at 215-926-5336
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Classifieds
BUSINESS DIRECTORY/PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

What one word can
increase your
company's visibility?

e
--4ede

EXCEPTIONAL SAVINGS ON
TVRO SATELLITE EARTH STATIONS
Approximately 300 CBand satellite earth stations now available.
•MODULATORS
Gardiner 2400
Microdyne 1000 LCM
Scientific Atlanta 416

•RECEIVERS
Gardiner 4200
Microdyne
1100TVR(X-24), 1110CSR
Scientific Atlanta 6602

•ANTENNAS
(some with multi-satellite
feed apparatus):
Gardiner 5.6M /1561
Microdyne 5.0M/ PR-16
Scientific Atlanta
4.6M/ 8005

Sale offers prime opportunity to save significant
dollars on first-come, first-serve basis.
H1 NET Communications, the lodging industry's satellite communications
pioneer, is converting its network of TVRO's from C Band to KU Band. All C
Band antennas and electronics, previously used in Holiday Inn hotels throughout the U.S., will be sold "as is, where is." All items are to be sold on acash or
cashier's check basis only.

For equipment list plus information on sale terms and conditions send written
inquiries to: HI-NET Communications
111111

11 '
III 111111111M

HI-NET COMMUNKATIONS, INC.

REPRINTS
REPRINTS
Reprints are a convenient, cost
effective communications tool:
designed to give your company
high visibility in the marketplace.
They are ideal for announcing
new products and events to customers, suppliers and staff.
For more information contact
Terrie Sue Casseday, International Thomson Communications Inc., P.O. Box 5208 TA.,
Denver, Colorado 80217 or call
(303) 860-0111.

3796 Lamar Avenue •Memphis,TN 38195 •Attn: Cecilia Bigham
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IT'S NOT AN
INFORMATION GAME
ANY LONGER!
CATV & SMATV IN
NORTH AMERICA IS

WITHOUT COMPETITION
THE GAME ENDS
Order your CableFile/86
now for the special prepub price of $129.95. Pay
now and receive an
additional discount of
$10. Send your check for
$119.95 and your request
to:
CableFileI86
P.O. Box 5208
Denver, CO 80217 5208

WE
ARE
CABLE
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CableFile/86 Reports
II A series of reports drawn from our surveys of 6,700 U.S. cable systems
• Each report pinpoints on asystem-by-system basis plans for:
fr

Equipment purchases in 1986 and 1987
Amplifiers
Antennas
Earth stations
Cable
Distribution gear
Converters
Modems
Stereo adapters
Headend signal processors
Computers and software
Character generators
Power supplies
Microwave equipment
Test equipment

v. Rebuilds during 1986 and 1987
Upgrades during 1986 and 1987
Converters
Cable
Other equipment
fr-• Addressability plans for 1986 and 1987
Looking at off-premises systems
Going addressable set-top
v. Plans to add pay-per-view during 1986 and 1987
v- Systems charging for:
Second set hookups
Remote control
VCR hookups
Personal computer hookups
Program-related stereo
• This information is available only to buyers of CableFile Reports or our electronic data basé.
This information is not printed in CableFile/86.
• Available in hard copy or floppy disk
II "Equipment purchases" report costs 81,000
• All other reports are $500 each
II For more information contact
Gary Kim
International Thomson Communications
P.O. Box 5208 T.A.
Denver, CO 80217
(303) 860-0111

Alarm/controller
applications
By William Ellis,
President,
Broadband Engineering Inc.

Alarm/controllers can remotely monitor
such things as headend or earth station
temperature, security and standby
power. Controllers can activate or deactivate electrical or electronic equipment from aremote location.
Broadband's system, for example,
consists of two units: atransmitter and
areceiver. The receiver can be located
anywhere downstream from the transmitter in aone-way system, or upstream
or downstream in atwo-way cable system. Any number of receivers can be
operated from a single transmitter.
However, only one transmitter can be
used with one or more receivers.
With the basic system, you can monitor up to eight functions at the transmitter location. Monitoring simply
means that you can use up to eight sensors that result in a contact closure
when the sensor input exceeds a predetermined value.
For example, most operators have
experienced aremote headend air conditioner failure in the summer. The first
indication of trouble is customer calls
complaining about poor picture quality. By that time it is so hot in the headend that it takes along time to get the
headend back into proper operation.
With atemperature sensor at the headend, you will have an early warning that
can prevent customer complaints since
you will knoy about the problem before they do.
With a low temperature sensor, excessively low temperatures also can be
monitored.
90/December 1985

Temperature
sensor

Magnetic
switch

Control

AGC relay

120 VAC
N.O. elay

Inputs

75.45 or 109.45
MHz

AC-T8 Transmitter

RF out

Combined headend processors

System headend

Trunk out

Feeder line
Subscriber
tap

Customer drop
Two-way splitter

Aural and visual alarm

Figure 1
Alarm and signaling applications using 4 of the
8 alarm/control channels
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Headend security is another application. With a magnetic switch on the
door, unwanted intrusions can be detected. Monitoring of remote warehouses or system offices after hours
also is possible.
Since there are eight possible alarm
inputs, it is possible to monitor up to
six additional devices. (See Figure 1.)
Standby power monitoring is a logical
choice. If your headend is standby powered, the AC power can go out in a
storm. Your first indication of trouble
occurs when the batteries run down or
the fuel is exhausted from your standby
generator. With a standby powered
transmitter and a 120 VAC relay connected across one of the transmitter
inputs, you will know instantly when
the AC power fails.

Receiver operation
So tar we have discussed only the
transmitter. What happens at the receiver when the transmitter sends asignal? That depends. For the basic system, a transmitter contact closure
causes two receiver reactions. Within a
few seconds after the contact closure,
the receiver sounds on aural alarm
(tone) and an LED lights up on the front
panel showing which of the eight
alarms (channels) has been activated.
The aural alarm can be turned off at the
receiver so that it will not annoy people
in the vicinity. It can be reset, either
manually or automatically, depending
upon the position of a front panel
switch. The LED will remain lighted until it is reset by afront panel push button switch.
The reason? If the system attendant is
not available when the alarm is activated, visible evidence remains upon
return to the receiver location. A simple
reset of the LED tests for acontinuing
alarm condition. If the LEDs don't light,
it means the alarm condition no longer
exists.
With the addition of optional DIP relays plugged into sockets in the receiver, acontact closure is available at
the output of the receiver whenever an
alarm is activated. But the relays will be
turned off only when the LEDs are reset
from the front panel.
With an additional controller board,
up to four channels are controlled from
the transmitter location. With the extra
board installed and the channel switch
set for controller operation, the receiver reset switch must be turned off
at the transmitter.
In atwo-way system, headend equipment can be controlled from anywhere
in the system. For example, atransmitter in the system sweep vehicle and a
receiver in the headend would allow
the trunk technician to turn the sweep
generator on and off at each amplifier
Communications Engineering & Design

The alarm/controller is an early warning system
that could result in better system operation, fewer
customer complaints and protection from
financial losses incurred from break-ins.

YOU BUY
EQUIPMENT
TO WORK.
VERSALIFT®
DOES

Down-Time is abad
word in any working fleet. It's
expensive. It wastes time.
That's why we build Versalifts
to work. And work efficiently.
More than 14,000 Versalifts have
been built over the years. Most of them are still out there in
the field. Working. The most complete line of aerial
devices on the market, with the best in-service
records and lowest operating and maintenance
costs. That's Versalift. Your local Versalift
distributor will be glad to work with you
to choose the model and size best
suited to meet your aerial
work requirements.
Versalift is aservice
MANUFACTURING'COMPANY
proven product of Time
P.O. Box 20368
Manufacturing
Waco, TX 76702-0368
Company.
(817) 776-0900

o

TIME

o
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Customer drop

location to avoid having the sweep interfere with the pictures at all times
during system sweep testing. A return
path receiver at the headend-connected
to a forward path transmitter offers
more flexibility and allows any transmitter in the system to control areceiver at
any other location in the cable system.
(See Figure 2.)

29.45 MHz

System operation

Return system—a.

Feeder line
Subscriber
tap

Control input

Trunk splitter

Return signal output
AC-R8 (29.45)

Combined
headend
processors

Control out
Control in
AC-T8 (75.45)

Forward signal input

Feeder line

s- Forward system

Subscriber
tap

Customer drop
/

Two-way splitter

75.45 MHz input ;
AC-R8 Receiver

TV
set

Aural and visual alarm

Controlled unit

Figure 2
Application: Control or alarm from anywhere to
anywhere in atwo-way system

The system operates on one of four
frequencies that must be selected before the equipment is ordered. The frequencies are 74.45 MHz (in the gap between channels 4 and 5), 109.45 MHz
(just above the FM band), 160.45 MHz
(just above the lower end of the downstream band in amid-split system) and
29.45 MHz (at the top of the upstream
band in asub-split system).
Because the system operating level is
sufficiently low, operation at the 109.45
MHz frequency is possible without exceeding the maximum permissible level
in the aeronautical band. This assumes
the system maximum bridger level is no
greater than 48 dBmV.
The transmitter is intended to operate at 15 dB below avideo channel carrier but, because the receiver has asensitivity of -30 dBmV, it may be operated
lower than that if required.
Modulation is FSK, and the digital receiver is set up to respond only to a
valid pattern from the transmitter.
Therefore, the unit will not respond to
noise bursts and is very immune to
false alarms. Although the system was
designed to operate over acable or local area network, it will operate as a
standalone system with the transmitter
and receiver connected together by
coaxial cable without amplification.
The transmitter is intended for rack
mounting and is housed in a 13
/ inch
4
panel height chassis approximately 3/
2
1
inches deep. The receiver is a free
standing unit about the size of a converter. Both units are powered by ULapproved class II transformers.
A sync LED on the front panel of the
receiver flashes at intervals to show the
transmitter is communicating with the
receiver. If, for some reason, the transmitter or receiver fail or lose power, the
sync light won't flash.
Using multiple receivers adds more
flexibility. Receivers at the system office, in the manager's home, the chief
engineer's home, the technician-oncall's home and one at the system answering service would ensure that no
alarm would go unnoticed.
The alarm/controller is an early warning system that could result in better
system operation, fewer customer complaints and protection from financial
losses incurred from break-ins. All at a
cost about the same as a signal level
meter. CED
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ator may be used in cable applications
without audio pre-processing when the
audio feed is adynamically limited satellite service.
For more information, contact Invonics, Inc., 1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz,
Calif. 95060, (408) 458-0552.

Pioneer has introduced the BC-4000N,
an enhanced version of the BC-4000 series IR remote converter. The 67-channel converter has a new design, handheld wireless remote and an optional
parental control feature that operates
independent of the remote control. The
BC-4000N also has last channel recall
and afavorite channel memory feature
with 10 programmable channels.
For more information, contact Pioneer Communications of America
Inc., 2200 Dividend Drive, Columbus,
Ohio 43228, (614) 876-0771.
Invonics has announced the MTS-compatible TV stereo generator. The stereo
subcarrier and pilot signals are digitally
synthesized with high resolution 24step segmentation. The I
nvonics gener-

Available in early 1986 from ScientificAtlanta are three digital products. Made
for television production studios are
the DPS-165 frame synchronizer, the
DPS-170 time-base corrector and the
DPS-175 time-base corrector/framestore. Each product is available in rackmount configurations, requiring only
one rack unit because of their singleboard layouts.
For more information, contact John
Fazackerley, Studio Products Market
Manager, Digital Video Systems Division, Scientific-Atlanta, (416) 299-6888.
Developed by Microwave Filter Co. are
two model 4529 traps. The traps are for
suppressing microwave interference at
earth stations with receivers having final IF frequencies of 134 or 140 MHz.
Available with notch frequencies of 124
(4529-124) or 144 (4529-144), the loss is 25
dB minimum, and the 3dB bandwidth
is less than 3.5 MHz. The filters are tun-

able and have type Fconnectors.
For more information, contact Bill
Louise, Microwave Filter Co. Inc., 6743
Kinne St., E. Syracuse, N.Y. 13057, (800)
448-1666.
Microflect has a new 120-page self-supporting towers catalog (SST785) which
provides information on its line of selfsupporting microwave towers. The capabilities of adapting standard towers
to meet customer specifications are discussed. The catalog is available free of
charge.
For more information, contact Microflect Co. Inc., P.O. Box 12985, Salem,
Ore. 97309-0985, (503) 363-9267.

Jerrold has introduced a video switching device for connecting and controlling home video entertainment equipment. The Jerrold VCR control unit
(Model VCU) enables subscribers to in-

g.*
When You're Thinking
of Standby
Power ..

Think of The Old Standby!

o

(817) 387-0002

Larson Electronics, 311 S. Locust, Denton, TX 76201
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terface with their VCRs, television sets
and set-top terminals to the cable and
each other. The device eliminates the
need for external components, fits under aconverter and is compatible with
Jerrold and all other converters.
For more information, contact Jerrold
Division, General Instrument Corp.,
2200 Byberry Road, Hatboro, Pa. 19040,
(215) 674-4800.

year exchange warranty.
For more information, contact Gardiner Communicatons Corp., 3605 Security St., Garland, Texas 75042, (214) 3484747.

(where applicable).
For more information, contact RMS
Electronics Inc., 50 Antin Place, Bronx,
N.Y. 10462, (212) 892-1000 or (800) 2238312.

Available from RMS is anew CATV division catalog. The three-ring bound
book is divided into 12 sections encompassing the entire product line produced by RMS. The products in each
section are depicted with photographs,
specifications and selling features

Klein Tools has introduced new cable
benders. The cable benders have a
black oxide finish, hi-electric doubledip orange coating and contoured handles. The bender #50400 measures 12
inches in length and has a7/8-inch wide
opening head. The bender #50402 is 14

My Personal Guarantee

Vermeer introduced the M-455A underground trenching machine, which is
also designed to perform a variety of
dirt handling functions. The M-455A
comes equipped with 15,000 lb. (6795
Kg.) full-floating axles and two power
selections (Deutz F3L-912 or John Deere
3164D Diesel). The M-455A digs 6to 18
inches (20-46 cm.) wide, down to 84
inches (213 cm.) deep with dual auger
spoil control. Additional job-matched
attachments include offset trencher,
combo, backhoe blade, vibratory plow,
dozer blade and concrete cutting
wheel.
For more information, contact Thom
Summit, Vermeer Manufacturing Co.,
Dept F, Pella, Iowa 50219.
Alpha Technologies has announced the
"UP" series of unintérruptible CATV
standby power supplies. The power
supplies provide continuous uninterruptible power which allows cable networks to carry high-speed data transmissions. The "UP" series will be displayed at Booth 884 at the Western
Show in Anaheim, Calif. Delivery of the
"UP" Series is expected in January
1986.
For more information, contact Garett
Hennigan, Product Manager, Alpha
Technologies Inc., 1305 Fraser St., D-5,
Bellingham, Wash. 98226, (206) 6472360.
Gardiner Communications Corp. announced the production of new micro
LNAs and micro block downconverters.
These units are designed for the LNA,
block downconverter and LNB markets.
Benefits include asmaller cube, lighter
weight, service accesssibility and atwo
Communications Engineering &Design

At R. Alan Communications we know that
the bottom line is not only the price, but
service and quality, too. That's why we do
everything possible to guarantee you and
your company the best equipment and
service on time. ..every time. And because
we are always striving for quality we
represent some of the best in the industry.
We're proud to represent:
Alpha Technologies
Standby Power Supplies
Texscan/MSI
Character Generator and
Commercial Insertion
Gilbert Engineering
Full-Line CATV Connectors
Quality RF Services
Components Parts & Repair
Odom Antennas, Inc.
Satellite Dish & Feeds
Pioneer
Set-Top Converters
Compedco, Inc.
Apt Boxes & Pedestals
Wegener Communications
FM-Stereo Processors
Tamaqua Cable Products
Comm-Duct Products
Standard Communications
Satellite Receivers
American Technologies
Pedestals
Cablebus
Cable Security Systems
Cadco
Modulators & Processors
We are proud of our reputation and we
plan to keep it. So you have my
personal guarantee that you'll get the
"best deal." Service, Quality and Price.

Communications
R. Alan Communications
8120 Knue Rd. Suite 106
Indianapolis,

IN

46250

Call Toll Free 1-800-367-1450
In Indiana Call Collect 1-317-849-7572
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1/2-inches in length and has a 1 1/64inch opening.
Also available from Klein Tools are
two new models in their locking plier
line. The 7- and 10-inch locking pliers
are made of top-grade alloy steel and
are heat treated.
For more information, contact Linda
Brill, Marketing Assistant, Klein Tools
Inc., 7200 McCormick Blvd., Chicago,
III. 60645-2791, (312) 677-9500.
Scientific-Atlanta has announced amidsplit diplex filter for its line of LAN distribution amplifiers. The filter is aligned
with IEEE 802.4 standard frequency
splits for data communications applications. The diplex filter is retro-fitable
into any currently installed S-A trunk or
distribution amplifier. A frequency split
of 5-112 MHz to 150-550 MHz allows for
up to 18 reverse and 67 forward channels over standard broadband coax.
For more information, contact Larry
Bradner, General Manager, Broadband
Communications Division, ScientificAtlanta, One Technology Parkway, Box
105600, Atlanta, Ga 30348, (404) 9255517.
Compucon Inc. has announced aservice
that integrates marketing and engineer-

ing analysis into one management tool.
The new service, BEAM (Broadcast Engineering and Material), serves general
managers and engineers who want to
analyze the impact the must-carry rule
change will have on their business.
BEAM allows cross-media analysis between cable, broadcasting and demographics.
For more information, contact Marjorie Zielke, Marketing Manager, Cornpucon Inc., P.O. Box 809006, Dallas,
Texas 75380-9006, (214) 235-5300.
Zenith announced the introduction of a
new VHS hi-fi VCR, model VR4100. The
VR4100 includes a 14-day, eight-event
timer, built-in MIS decoding circuitry, a
178-channel quartz electronic tuning
system, four video heads and two VHS
hi-fi audio heads and avideo operating
guide.
For more information, contact Zenith
Electronics Corp., 1000 Milwaukee Ave.,
Glenview, III. 60025, (312) 391-8181.
Introduced by Topaz Inc. is aguide for
selecting the correct Topaz power conditioning system. Solutions to Power
Problems discusses power disturbances, identifies their causes and ef-

fects and offers solutions to each.
For more information, contact Topaz
Inc., 9150 Topaz Way, San Diego, Calif.
92123-1164, (619) 569-7982.
Signal Vision Inc. will unveil anew directional tap at the Western Show in December. The tap offers electrical and
mechanical standards, small packaging,
500 MHz bandwidth, brass "F" ports,
urathane finish and anew R.F.I. gasket.
The taps will be available Feb. 1, 1986.
Also introduced by Signal Vision is
The Thread Protectors, a rubber sleeve
which seals the area where male and
female Ffittings meet. The Thread Protectors stop water and chemicals from
corroding the two fittings together.
Samples of both products will be
available at the Western Show, Booth
#984.
Available from Burkeen Manufacturing
Co. is the Arbor Master 45 tree spade. In
either truck or loader mount, the Arbor
Master 45 features a 1,500 lb. root ball
and is completely hydraulic.
For more information, contact Burkeen Manufacturing Co., 11200 High
Point Cove, Olive Branch, Miss. 38654,
(601) 895-4150.
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TRAPS

NOW

ONLY EAGLE KEEPS MAKING THEM BETTER!
VAILABLE... SIX POLE TRAPS TO IMPROVE REJECTION
ON t4. D EDGES OF MULTI-CHANNEL TRAPS.
Only Eagle Traps have their main bodies totally protected by
double neoprene gasketing.
Only Eagle Traps are completely sealed around their pins by
aspecial hot-melt process.
Only Eagle Traps are 100% foam-filled.

Eagle Trap Quality starts inside. Every Trap is completely
sealed for superior moisture resistance. Our extensive sealing techniques and 100% filling of all interior cavities
insures stability over broad temperature ranges. That's why
Eagle Traps are virtually fail-safe in preventing signal drift.
Install Eagle Traps to safeguard existing scrambling
methods. Our Traps can be used at high and super band
frequencies, as well as low and mid band.
To meet your system's requirements. Eagle Traps are
available in 3, 4and 6pole configurations for maximum
economy and effectiveness.
Some companies can make Traps cheaper. ..only
Eagle makes them better!

A Secure Investmentfor System Profitability
...
Converters, Addressable Descramblers, Programmable Descramblers, Splitters, Traps, Decoding Filters,
Video Amplitude Controllers, Band Pass Filters, Channel Dropper for Batch Descrambling.
EAGLE COMTRON1CS, INC.
4562 Waterhouse Road, Clay, New York 13041
TO ORDER, CALL TOLL-FREE: 800-448-7474
In New York, call 315-622-3402/In Canada, call Deskin Sales, 416-475-1412
In Europe, call Electro Service, Brussels, Belgium, 011-32-15-209575
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Reduce maintenance budgets with
the EZF TM Connector System...

Raychem's new EZF Connector System addresses
the problems of F-Connectors — RF leakage and
moisture penetration — which are
among the leading causes of maintenance problems for a cable-TV
operator.
EZF is not just a connector, but
a system that provides complete,
long-lasting performance. Its new
design assures superior mechanical strength, tight electrical connections and environmental sealing.
The EZF Connector System has
gone thru extensive environmental
testing. UV exposure, waterhead
testing, thermocycling and salt spray
exposure are some of the tests that
the EZF System has been designed
to pass and still provide exceptional
RF shielding.
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Features of Raychem's EZF Connector System.
1. One connector fits RG-59, cable and one connector fits RG-6 cable.
2. The only connector available
today that provides RF shielding of
100 db at 300 MHz after thermal
cycling and salt spray exposure.
3. The system provides an environmental seal at both the cable jacket
and port thread interfaces.
4. Reduces finger tight connections
and subsequent trouble calls.
5. Crimp tools are no longer needed.
A common 7/16" wrench does the
final tightening and installation.
6. Cable preps are accurate each
time with the EZF Cable Preparations Tool. (For use on both RG-59
& RG-6)
7. Identify customer service with
different colored EZF Sealing Boots.

Raychem H-AtaxrEt,
WEST-ANAHEIM: (714) 778-4414, (800) 854-0443; ANCHORAGE: (907) 274-8525; DENVER: (303) 373-9200, (800)841-1531; FAIRBANKS:
(907) 456-1815; SEATTLE: (206) 251-6760, (800) 426-7665; MIDWEST-CHICAGO: (312) 364-7000, (800) 544-5368; DALLAS: (214)
484-2933, (800) 231-5006; SKOKIE, IL HDQTRS: (312) 677-2600; ST. LOUIS: (314) 423-9555, (800) 325-8058, EAST-ATLANTA: (404)
449-6533, (800) 241-5790: CINCINNATI: (513) 733-9100, (800) 543-0113; NEW JERSEY: (201) 328-0980, (800) 631-9603; TAMPA: (813)
626-7115, (800) 237-6466; CANADA-CALGARY: (403) 250-9456; MONTREAL: (514) 637-3511; TORONTO: (416) 625-5110.
In an emergency, weekends and holidays or after 5 P.M. call toll free 1-(800) 323-8167
CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER BROS., INC., 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076, (312) 677-2600
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